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Mrs. Gibbs Dies FortheRedCross

Waterworks

D. M. Martinez and David
Valdez came in last week from
Carrizo and deposited $122. and
something over to the credit of
the Red Cross Chapter at Roy
the earnings of their Fourth of
July celebration at Carrizo. They
made a go of it in 'spite of the
fact that Roy had a 'little celebra
tion and many did not go out and
help them as we should have
done. Carrizo is one of the best
funeral arrangements are in communities on 'the Mesa and
thehaniis of friends and The this showing is to'their credit.
The Red Cross appreciates the
I.O.Q.F.
and Rebekah lodges.
efficient
support 'given them by
bcdy
The
will be taken to Colo
the
enterprising
citizens of
rado Springs the home of her
Carrizo
every
at
call
the Red
childhood for interment in the
Cross
has
made.
family rplot there.

At the meeting of the village
Trustees Monday evening it was
decided by a majority vote to go
ahead with the water works bond
issue and get busy with the
of city water.
Village Attorney Holly was
present and will advertise for
bids next week on the bonds
'
Whatever else may be debated

Mrs. M. D. Gibbs died at her
horns in Roy 'Thursday morning
from Typhots, after an illness
of over siiPweeks,
She has 1)een very low for
much of that tine but the end
came unexnectedb.
Shejhaseen under the skilled
care of Mrs. Kate Dunbar as
sisted hy ker mother Mrs. Wilson
of Los Angeles and was thought
to be improving for some days.

.

Her death caused profound
All knitted work that is finished
sorrowiarrong a large circle of
in time must be delivered for
friends who join the bereaved
shipment August 20th. '
mother&nd husband and three
Ladies who are knitting will
childrewin sorrow at her untimeplease
try
their work in.
ly 3ealh.
to-ge-

t

Mrs. Nelly Willcox Chm.
Knitting Committee.

The funeral will be heldatolo-- '
rado Springs Sunday, Jaaving
Rey Stóarday by train.

.

no one

Augitst io,

C. Floersheim editor of the
Springer Times and U. S- - Com
1.

missioner has been accepted for
military service on his third ef
fort to enlist and goes to Fort
Bliss this week where he will he
drummer in the Band of the
th Artillery.
He
went direct to the Camp and
got accepted where he was need
ed. He leaves the Times in the
hands of his brother Svlvan who
has been foreman on it for some
time and with help of Al. Hanson he will get along fine with it
Irving came down to visit his
parental J. Floersheim home
Sunday and took leave of his
many friends here. He has be
come an E k"and did kpvp1
other things which will be "ties

believes we should not

have.city water and a dollar's
worth of water for a dollar is the
ambition of all the town. We
cant grow without it and have
started to get it
Wm. Baum and son

Earl tuned
up the old Avery Tractor Wednes
day and started out . to prepare
the fields for justas many acres
of wheat as they, can get planted
this fall. Will has a"Hunch"
that next year will be the biggest
wheat year on the mesa. A lo
of others have the same hunch
and they are going to it strong.
You cant discourage all the
mesa farmers. Some think they
are blue at times but they are
just the "Spoiled Children"vho
are shy on:Faith.
The average mesa farmer the
harder you throw him the higher
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Pleasant View
Picnic

Hailed Out
Harry Lammon was in town
Friday and reports a total laca rf
all his more than 400 acres of as
fine bean3 and corn a3 ever grew
in N. M. by a hail storm
last
week en his farm at Kephart N.
M.
He had $20,000.00 worth of
crop in sight and 15 .minutes
later he had nothimr. Th HQ,i
streak was less than a mile wide
out ice fell to depth of a foot on
the level. Harry's first encima.
t'ion of hail was a blow on th
head by a big lump of ice whiVh
knocked him from the cultivator
and another on the hand loosed
his grip on the lines. His team
ran away and he staggered to
his feet and ran down the row
of beans to where his wife was
with anther cultivator a few rods
ahead of him. She had taken
shelter under the neck of a big
mule she was driving and

The Pleasant View Annual
Picnic will be held at the School
House Friday Augnst 23d. Owing
to War condition and restrictions
the usual program will be chane
ed.
All are invited to brinz a
Basket Dinner and enjoy a pro
gram and a good social time.
A refreshment staud will be
run with what may be pronerlv
served in the way of cold drinks,
etc.
All come and the more you
help the better time we will have

v

GONE ON A VACATION

T. O. Scott and family left
Saturday for an extended trip in
thatbind"to "his old associates their Ford Limousine during
when he 3 in France and cross which they will visit their old
ing to Berlin with the rest of the home in Missouri and have
a real
boys. We commend his patriot . vacation and
?
tour.
animal stood still brayistn and congratulate him on
No one on the mesa ha3 work ing loudly as the
hailstones beat
having been accepted as a part ed harder and more persistently
him unmsrcifully. She was not
of the greatest enternrisn Hn. than the Scotts and they richly
injured but Harry had several
manity ever engaged in.
deserve th3 trip. Harry Welch bumps and a gash on his head
and wife will have charge of and bruised all over his
body and
Co. Supt. Rudulph returned their farm and the Dairy business h3 son had a bad gash on his
last Saturday from Mora, bring uutill their return so their custo- head where his hat was cnt
ing his two charming daughters mers will not be inconvenienced through,
and Mrs. Gallegoes. also a cousin in the least.
They were just finishing cultití the Branch family, for a short
vating the bean field and he has
PUBLIC NOTICE
visit, fhey returned to Mora
spent more than $5,000.00 on his
Sunday taking Mrs. Vidal Mar To whom it may concern:
crop this year. Mr. Lammon
tinez to visit her mother there
plans now to make a sale and
This is to certify that the re dispose of his
We learn with reioicinor that
stock to pay his'
sight-seem-

T'he Red Cross Sewinc Room
will
be open Monday and Tues.
MrsJE. D. Choate sent a forge
box df. vegetables from her of next week and will bo turned
garder.:io Mrs. Ogd-eSaturday war to the Catholic Ladies
Some of the finest Jieets tpriiips Wednesday .and Thursday for
carrots cucumbers and ther their Dinner. There will be no
Red Cross .work after he bounces.
luxuries you ever savr weredaclud
Tuesday
for the week,
ed.inttki gift. We have teen
.Mrs. F.A.Roy Chm.
borne important changes took
living better since tJieir nrrival
place at the Roy Trading Co.
and appreciate tfee kindness
Juan Belttin, a young man of this week, Miss
which,
Pauline Owen
the gift
19 years died from Typhoid Sunof Roy is now cashier succeeding
day night Ifa's home is in the
ports and accusations made bv bills and will
TEhcwife of Anccslo Gesnez,
Miss Hester Harvey who resign Mr. Rudulph and our Member
go to work
of
e
A.
B. Wagoner, of Mills New.
who lives west of Roy near Jled brakes of Red. River and he was ed and returned to her home.
the
board of Commiss toner
in
Texas
for
the
winter
taken
there for burial. He has.
Rirer .died Saturday from TyMiss
Bessie Mc Nama,
A. C. Trujrllo were sudcessful Mexico,' that I have maderemarks but hopes to be able to come back
of
his Albuquerque, arrived Monday m
phoid .aad was buried at ihe beet- .ill for several weeks,
preventing the reduction of and statements derogatory to the and farm again next year.
hosne Sunday. She ha been ill mother and ,&ister were alone and takes the position of nccnimt. tho School Apportionmentfor character and reputation of Mrs.
It is a bitter disappointment
for soino weeks She .loupes wirh him whan he died, Hs ant and bookkeeper, succeeding this District. TheS2.000.00
Charles Weatherill, of Mills New
re.
r
and
a loss which hurt worse
husiband and a larje family the .uiuH-- uieu a aew months ago Mr.. Lampbell who, on account of duction made
in this countv fell Méx., are unfounded and untrue. than being dried out as
here.
.He
was
vwell
known
manv
and
I
children sail growa up. Many
I kney.- nothing derogatory to
his eyes has had to give up the elsewhere.
have been this year and thev
ted.
respef
citizen.
frierJsiextettd sympathy iothem
position and will meet his friends
the character or reputation of
.
have the sympathy of all in their
0
their beeseement.
across the counter in the store
this lady and I hereby denv tW.
C. .L. WenseJl Ilcrr. of the Rnv
disappointment
and loss.
T.
E. Mitchell and wife return. i nave éver spoken ir
as of old. Miss McNama has
a
manner
J. 0. Medina of Wagon Mourn d Trading-Co.- '
Storetis the County recently dxeen
to reflectagainst her character
employed with the ed Sunday, from Ala
was i RoyHhis week, it 6 aaid rood Administrator viVo P a
A rain approaching the prowhere
they
attended
a
nor
PnfrU
istate
Food .Administra.! on of.
do I believe anv TlPrCAn
he is Owking'fer a lost jobas as- Roy
JV14 now portions of a cloud-burvisited
sand is in active fices .Albuquerque.
at
Mr. Chas. mens meeting ánd visited friend justly say anything against her. Mills
sessor cr something.
charge of ,the duties of that
and
a
to
streak
the southTrumbull, of .Las Vegas was here! last week. They hurried out to
Signed,
position. It simplifies matters a
east for miles Wednesday after
their
home
at
Albert.
checkmg the change.
G. B. Higgins, Mills, N'! M.
noon. Water ran over the R. R
let .to .have a. local man to renort
tracks
at Mills and endangered
tí m the details, conserving the
traffic and the arroyos out on the '
iQGd
mesa were raging torrents for
At the SS&rmal session closed
a
Bert
Gierhart,
time.
formerly a
last week Sn ;R$y a Teachers
horajsteader atSolano, anovv an
Association was foraned by the
Hugh Mitchell of Liberty, is
employee in Hie J'ord Factory at
7
teachers of Wagon j Mound and
another
victim of the last weeks
Detroit
Mich.,
still wants the
Roy to meet once at , each town
m
hall storm. It got mo.t of hi
news from here and saya '"That
each year. The ifirit meeting
crop and left him feelinir as hln
country is not the only tlace
will be held t 'Waged Mouud
.
. .
- as
the fellows who crot no rain
up I just came
d the,hext at mai is turning
vuext October
and had no crop to lose.
back from a tour of Ohio and
Roy toward tie last of the
Indiana and there are many
school year.
places where it is so dry it would
A case of almost unbelt
The officers diosen
burn and it is about the same
depravity
is reported
from
Mrs. Maude Elder, Roy here
in Michigan",
Watrous last Saturday
'Vice Fits. Mr. Horace ''Caldwell
when a gang of native boys
.Mills IIOWIE--BAUinvited a boy of seventeen years
NUPTIALS
2d $:ce Pres. Miss Blanche Mae
-to go with them to a dn
'
Qsbttfne,
Wagon Mound,
We learn from the Mosauero.
when
out of town some distan.
Sec'y.tiind Treas, Mrs. L, N. ;De- - Sun last week
of the marriaere of
done him to death with rock and
Weese,,
Mosquero. Earl Baum, of Roy
and Miss Eva
a pistol and blows. Isacias
The
tablishment of very Howie at Mosquero July
At the Church
28th.
Trujillo, was the- - name of
the
friendly relations between the
We've been expecting this for
At 8, A. M.
Solemn High Mass, With Deapnn
victim and the five comnanínn
teachers uf these two leading sqme time but hadnt time to
inoir irom Springer
who killed him have been
fan.
communities in Mora County has watch for it and they got by ,us.
irom Katon
Short SermoiS in
and"
tured and confessed to t.h
resulted from the Institutite
The wedding was at the home
crime, giving as their only reson
here and it eau but result in of Judge McGlothlin at Mosquero
that they did not like him.
much good
cause of edu
The groom is one of our best At the Red Cross Hall
served by the Ladies of Rnv ,
r.... . . s House,
cation
Roy hoys in spite of his bashful- nciit rainer
HE FORGOT HIMSELF
Compared with the conditions ness and feis talent for keeping
'
at
3.30
of put a few yean ago, when his business to himself and atA strange storv Crimea in
v
.ii WIG
At the Church
Reunion of the Congregation at the
School funds were .censidered tending stretly to it.
He is the
QailieS
from tTorri'nn--Church for the PARAnp
Tr
W
'
cansas
game
for política tuses and oniy son of W, H. Baum, of the
fair
beautiful SERVICE FLAG, with
22 STARS of one w- - P. Dudley, a preacher
vi.uci rmgs ana iiaunen,
tthe Schools were merely a bluff Roy Tin Shop and owns a fine
mere wno has been arrested for
this condition is decidedly pleas improved farm io his own right
and whn
iujijia
ing. The efforts of the State Tax besides his business relations
he has forgotten all about him
'
Comnfission to retrench in the with his father.
At the Rectory
self and "wants to be found.
cost of Schools can but fail in
His bride is a daughter of Mr.
y
It seems to be Drettv well
and '"Stranental
Music by
the faee ,of pnblic opinion. Those and Mrs. Sam Howie, now of
established that he is the Dudley
men who ivants to reduce School Colorado Springs, and a trrand
who used to be Denutv
barbecue-supper- !
appropriations have secretly in daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Mc- at Dawson and later claimed to
mind
if wt openly to keep Kinney of Mosquero she formerly
At the Rectory
be a lawyer at Raton.
Benefit of the Father, s House.
another generation in ignorance lived in Roy and is a most
His turning up as a mrhnr
that they may have the "Balance gracious ana attractive young
is rather disconcerting to
those
of power" at the polls, where lady. The
offers belated
who know him and we shall
At
House
the
Father's
they can handle it,
congratulations so long as we
watch the developement of his
The efficient public School is failed to get in on the chorus of
case.
He cant remember the
ivnight of Columbus, from
the recognnized enemy pf the felicitation from their many
Raton will also deliver an
woman
who had him arrested
address.
political gangster.
fliends ,
and,
says
he has been trying for
Ice Cream,
Contests,
Refreshments,
for benefit of the Rectory.
a' long time to find out who he
is.
--
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School Teachers

Association

FATHER'S DAY,
ROY,

-

4.1-

A.

--A BIG

DAY-- At

New Mexico.

August, 15th. 1918.

I

Why? To welcome Father as a Resident of
ROY.
Who wants it? Everybody.

,

vjvere-jPriesi- dent

nio-fe-

"Program for the Da-y-

.

In the morning,

At Noon,

fore

fiSh

SiT

liltx CHitKlilM.piE DINNER

n.-

-

Afternoon,

"

--

"""uw

ie.,wlth.the

At 4.30, P.M.,

wife-desertio-

Home-Talen-

t!

At 5.30.

At Night,

S--

n

Sh-fl-

Great Patriotic Program!

r
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THE

FOREIGN

AN EPITOME OF

The Peruvian cabinet has resigned.
Lord Justice Thomas Francis
has been appointed lord chief
Justice of Ireland.
President Polncare gave a luncheon
In Paris In honor of Herbert C.
Hoover, the American food administrator.
General army staffs at Tokio and
Peking are preparing plans for Joint
action under the agreement between
China and Japan for action In Siberia.
Germany has replied favorably to
American invitation for a conference
regarding exchange of military and
civil prisoners, according to dispatches

FiSMES FALLS
WESTERN

Mo-lon- y

LATE UVE HEWS
CONDENSED
RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
DOINGS,

SAYINGS,

from Berlin.

ACHIEVE-

MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

Nwipapr Union news MnM
ABOUT THE WAE
British casualties during July totaled 67,291. This compares with total casualties reported In June of 141,-14Weetera

The flour ration in Germany again
will be raised to 200 grams on Aug.
19, according to a dispatch from Ber
lin. The first meatless week also will
begin Aug. 19.
The murder of Field Marshal von
Eichhorn, who, with his aide, Captain
von Dressier, was assassinated at
Kiev, was effected with great bold
ness, the Berlin Vosslsche Zeltung

says.
.
enemy
Eight hundred and forty-fou- r
Since March 21 of this year the
aeroplanes were brought down by the British have taken 14,500 prisoners on
Ules during July, while 325 allied ma- the western front, James Ian
chines were lost during the same peparliamentary secretary of
riod.
the London war office, informed the
In the Rhelms region, in addition to House of Commons.
Thlllols, the village of
Field Marshal von Eichhorn, the
Friday was In allied bands and German commander in the Ukraine,
the French on the heels of the Ger- and his adjutant captain, Von Dressmans, two and a half miles north of ier, were killed by a bomb in Kiev,
high road, over says
the Dormans-Rheim- s
an official announcement from
a front of nearly four miles.
the Ukrainian capital.
Friday night's official report from
For the first time since the opening
Paris carried the most startling mes- of this year's campaign, March 21,
sage in several days. Soissons, the fresh reserves at the disposal of the
key of the German right flank in the allies considerably outnumber the
whole Alsne-Marnposition, was again fresh reserves at the disposal ot the
in French hands. At the same time enemy, notwithstanding the fact that
the brief announcement that Thlllols, the enemy still holds a substantial
west of Rhelms, had been taken, numerical superiority on the whole of
bows that the jaws of the great trap the front, according to the view in
created by General Foch bad begun military circles at London.
to close.
The famous "hunger stone" In the
German losses since the start of the River Elbe, near Tetachen, which, acwar have reached 4,760,000, according cording to popular belief in Germany,
to estimates published In L'Homme predicts famine when seen, is visible
Libre, Premier Clemeneeau's Paris for the first time since the beginning
newspaper. The Germans now have of the war. The stone lies in the bed
6,430,000 men, It is stated, of which of the river, and has never been vis
4,000,000 are engaged on the west ible save at exceptionally low tide. On
front The paper estimates that since the stone Is chiseled In old German:
March the German losses have been
When ye see me, ye will weep."
1,500,000, of which 1,000,000, it is said,
General Diaz, commander-in-chie- f
of
hare been put out of action.
the Italian armies, following King
Numerous towns and hamlets have Victor Emmanuel's review of the
been captured by the allied troops American troops at the Italian front,
during last week's fighting, and at telegraphed General Pershing as fol
some points they advanced from two lows: "The king is filled with adto three miles. South of Soissons the miration at the splendid bearing of
entire Crise river has been forded by the first American troops who have
the allied troops; northeast of
arrived In Italy. The Italian army la
the allied line has been proud to share the fortunes of war
pushed well to the west of the region with them."
of Grand Rozoy and the town of
SPORT
has been taken.- - In the center
Cadet S. W. Rodgers of Brookline,
the Nesles wood is being swept clean Mass., was killed
in an aeroplane ac
of Germans by the French cavalry,
cident at Chanute field at Chamand American and French troops are paign, 111.
pressing the Germans hard north of
Mrs. W. I. Northrup of Portland,
Sergy and the hamlet of Nesles.
Ore., defeated Mrs. Dorothy Field of
The crisis in the allied offensive on Chicago, in
the semi-fina- l
round of
the Soissons-Rheimsalient apparent the woman's western tennis chamly has been reached. French troops pionship
at Chicago, winning,
have entered the town of Soissons, the
western anchor point of what remains
The estate ot James Buchanan (Diaof the famous salient, and all along
mond
Jim) Brady is worth $1,578,429
miles of curving battle
the thirty-siInstead of the $5,000,000 valuation
line from Soissons to Thlllols, which
placed on It by his friends at the time
lies about three miles west of Rhelms,
of his death, according to a report
French, American and British troops
have pushed in the entire enemy made In New York by the executors.
front and sent the Germans backward His collection of Jewels, believed to
everywhere in retreat. All behind the represent an investment of $1,000,000,
battle lines the smoke of burning was sold for $400,000.
towns Is visible, which seemingly GENERAL
would give weight to the prevailing
President Wilson sent to the Presibelief in the allied capitals that the dent of Switzerland a message of
Germans at present are nowhere near greetings on the occasion ot the Swiss
holiday.
the end of their retreat.
A telegram states that the miners'
WESTERN
Miss Anne Martin, former president strike in the Jerome, Ariz., district
of the National Woman's party, filed was compromised after the miners
her petition as an independent candi- had been out fifteen hours. The mindate for United StateB senator from ers asked for an advance of $1.10 a
Nevada with the secretary of state at day. The agreement reached gave
them 75 cents a day advance.
Reno.
The government has sent out a call
William J. Schwartz, president of
the National Association of Yardmas-ters- , for 10,000 stenographers and typewas Jailed at Milwaukee, charged writers wanted in war work and each
with having embezzled $33,720 of the of the 3,000 United States civil serv
ice examining boards has been told
association's funds.
At a meeting of a Joint committee to hustle for these clerks.
representing employes of the Old
That Germany, spent $30,000,000 to
Inspiration Consolidated $50,000,000 for propaganda in this
Dominion,
and Miami Copper companies, held at country, "and got nothing for It," was
Miami, Ariz., Federal Labor Admina declaration by George Sylvester
istrator Joseph F. Myers announced Viereck, alleged
publicist,
that a wage increase of 25 cents per in testimony giren at the inquiry in
day, effective Aug. 1, had been granted New York into Teuton activities In
employes of copper companies of the the United States.
i
district.
A band of about fifty men, said to
be followers. of Gen. Juan Cabral and
WASHINGTON
Notice was served on ticket scalpers Gen. Juan B. Medina, mentioned as
by the railroad administration to quit the heads of a new revolutionary
business at once, under penalty ot movement In northern Mexico, burned
prosecution, through charges of con- a bridge on the railroad of the Southern Pacific de Mexico, about twenty
spiracy.
The theory of the submarine as a miles south of Nogales, Arte., accorddetermining factor in the war has ing to reports.
Charged with falsely representing
been exploded, Secretary Daniels declared after reading the boast of the herself to be a second lieutenant in
German emperor that German subma- the motorcycle squadron of the medi
rines are 'tenaciously attacking and cal corps of the United States army
fighting the vital forces which are abroad, Beatrice Duke, 23 years old,
steaming overseas." Mr. Danlejs who says her borne Is In Newark, N.
pointed 'out that not a single Ameri- J., was arrested At New London, Conn.,
can transport carrying troops to Eu- and held for appearance before the
rope had been sunk.
United States commissioner.
Loss of 1,706,000 bales in the prosTrebling of the present taxes on
pective cotton crop, due principally to manufacturers of tobacco, cigars and
droughty conditions in the western cigarettes and increased taxation of
part of the cotton belt, especially in brokers, theaters and other amuse
Texas, was shown in the Department ments, billiard and pool parlors,
of Agriculture's August production bowling alleys and capitalization of
forecast, placing the estimated crop corporations, were agreed on 1y the
house ways and means committee in
at 13,619,000 equivalent
bales, compared with 15,325,000 bales framing the $8,000,000,000
revenue
bill.
forecast In July.
The war Is costing the people of
More than 10,000 aviators and 3,000
observers and bombers are trained Great Britain $34,920,000 per day-- or
and ready to man the American air- $1,455,000 every hour, or nearly $25,- craft fleet when the nation succeeds 000 a minute, according to a. statement
prepared by the imperial authorities.
in producing the planes.
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NEWS"
AMERICANS

AND POILLUS POUR
ACROSS VESLE AND AISNE AS

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Prices for Metals.
New York. Bar silver, 99(V

BOCHES HASTEN

FLIGHT.

'

MANY

TOWNS ABLAZE

PATH LEFT BY DES
HUNS A8 ALLIES EX
TEND LINE FROM RHEIMS.

CHARNEL

PERATE

Arizona.
quartz mill will soon be drop
ping stamps at Prescott.
a

Hoi-broo- k

The first carload of ore was shipped hot pursuit. Apparently, the situation
from the Silver King at Ray to an EI now has resolved itself into a race for
the northern bank of the Alsne river
Paso smelter.
by the Germans, who have been evicted
from strategic positions along the
Colorado.
Vesle river, In the center of the line
A rich ore find is reported In the
and directly east of Rhelms, which
Guadalupe mine in the San Juan belt,
seemingly renders necessary that they
near Ouray.
put the Alsne between themselves
Two carloads of ore from Monarch and their purouers to escape further
camp, above Salida, were sent to the large losses of men made prisoner.
Pueblo smelter.
JuBt how large this bag ot captives
Work is being done on many claims Is at present cannot be reckoned, but
in the Ward district, and some good unofficial advices from Paris assert
ore being taken out.
that when the figures are made public
According to a Boulder statement they will thrill the allied world. Gen.
rich ores are being taken out from Pershing in bis communication says
the old Belcher mine on Caribou hill. the Americans alone have taken 8,400
In addition, 133 guns.
The Iron Mask mine, situated about prisoners, and,
are reported compar
losses
American
a mile north of the depot at Brecken-rldgatively small.
on Shock hill, Is being steadily
After bard fighting the Americans,
operated.
aided by the French, have succeeded
The placer mines and river and
Flames, once Germany's
stream beds of the Breckenridge dis- in taking
great ammunition and supply depot,
producing
are
quantrict
considerable
midway on the railway between Soistities of placer gold.
sons and Rhelms, while to the east at
At Central City, Gilpin county, the a number of places along the Vesle
mine continues a steady river the French have crossed the
shipper regardless of the hardships stream, driving the enemy northeastand inconveniences ot war.
ward.
The July production of the Cripple
East of Soissons allied troops have
Creek district, as compiled from re- negotiated the passage of the Alsne
ports of the mills and smelters, to- and are in position to harass the en
taled 96,710 tons with a gross bullion emy as he endeavors to straighten out
value of $912,110. The average value his line In conformity with that run
ning northwestward.
per ton is $9.43.
So fast has been the retreat in the
After a long period of steady work
the Colorado Central mills and rock center that already some elements of
house in Leavenworth cation, near their forces have succeeded in reachGeorgetown, are completed. Already ing the northern bank of the Aisne
guns
200 tons ot ore have been placed In and getting numbers of their big
through
All
the
them.
across
with
the bins of the rock house.
towns are still ablaze be
Georgetown, Clear Creek county, re- the salient
ports that the ore vein cut In the hind the retreating Germans, and
even cornfields have been Bet afire In
Georgetown tunnel and from which
prevent the allied troops
samples of ore returned over $300 per order to
from garnering the ripened crop.
ton Is of great width, the crevice matWith the Germans now thoroughly
ter being full of scattered mineral.
vanquished thus far on the Soissons-Rheim- s
The White River well, west of
salient, eyes are being turned
Meeker, which recently drilled thru to the regions in the
northwest on.
thirty feet of
sand, will both sides ot Amiens. Here the French
be drilled to the deeper sands and a and British are. keeping up their hard
thoro test made of the White River pressure against the armies ot Crown
field, according to a decision made by Prince Rupprecht of
Bavaria and have
the officers of the company.
forced them on two highly important
sectors to retreat.
Southeast of
Montana.
Amiens, on the old Montdidier sector,
Further demands were not made the Germans have fallen back across
upon the companies operating in the the Avre river over a wide front,
Butte mining district and as many while northeast of Amiens, in the remen were employed at the properties gion of Albert, a similar retrograde
as usual. The executive committee of movement has been made across the
the miners' organization which made Ancre. The German official communia demand upon John D. Ryan, presi- cation in admitting the withdrawal
dent of the Anaconda Copper Mining near Albert declares the maneuver
Company, while in Butte, for a
was carried out without interference
day, $6 scale and other working by the British.
conditions, Issued a statement reThere again has been considerable
questing the members of the organiza- activity on the Italian mountain front,
tion not to go out at this time.
e,

a

six-ho-

AID SLAVS AND PROTECT CZECHS

ot burros are being
packing ore from the upper
dumps of the Last Chance mine at
Mogollón. This was mined under 60
cent silver and now pays well.
The steel manufacturers in the east
wbo hare been making a working test
of the manganese-iroores shipped
from Boston Hill by the Stevens company of Silver City, have found the
product to be highly satisfactory In
every respect and have placed orders
for a minimum shipment to them of
30,000 tons with absolutely no maxiIn

n

States and Japan Agree to
8end Troops to Siberia.
Washington. Official statements by
the American and Japanese governments, made public here, announce
that the plans for extending military
aid to Russia in Siberia will be undertaken by the United States and Japan
alone, with the other
assenting in principle. The United
States and Japan will each send "a
few thousand men" to Vladivostok to
act as a common force In occupying
and safeguarding the city and protecting the rear of the westward moving
Czecho-Slovaarmy. The numbers ot
the American troops, whence they will
go and when, may not be discussed.
United

k

mum limit.
The first commercial well in the
famous San Juan basin of New Mexico, thirty-fiv- e
miles south of the Colorado line, has been brought in, according to a telegram received in
Denver. The oil was found at 800 feet
depth and the well is estimated good
for between 100 and 200 barrels. The
oil Is of high gravity, and the sand
has been drilled Into eighteen feet.
Wyoming.
The town of Shoshoni appears to
be a coming point in the oil interests
of the central part of the state.
Center Oil Company has completed
the erection, of a Standard rig in section 19 oi the Alkali Butte field.
The Warm Springs field of Wyoming has another producer. Well No.
6 of the Woods Petroleum Company
was brought in and is reported to be
one of the best wells in the field and
should be good for a settled production of 200 barrels.

Newi'P" Union News
Round-u-

p

Her Permission.

Service.

Mitchell, Ind.- -" Lydia RPInkham's)
Vegetable Compound helped me so much)
during- - the time I
was lookingforwari
to the coming of my
little one that I am

and Sports Car'

October Annuul meeting New Mexico
- Public
Health Association.
A discovery of copper ore has been
made sixty miles south ot Gallup.
Unusual activity has been noticeable
In the Carthage coal mining district In
Socorro county.
The first Roosevelt county boy to
be killed by the Hun was Carl McDer-moof near Portales.
Lightning struck and instantly killed
Manfor Jaramillo, a freighter, about
ten miles from Falrvlew.
General work has been started at
Gallup on grading and resurfacing several of the town streets.
The campaign to eradicate the
section ot prairie dogs this year
has netted a kill of 90 per cent.
The annual convention of the New
Mexico Bar Association will be held In
Albuquerque on Aug. 29, 30 and 81.
More than a thousand Navajo and

U. 8. Casualties Total 15,196.

Washington.

Army and Marine

corps casualties reported from overseas during the week ending Aug. 4
Increased 1,430, as compared with
the week before. Total casualties
reported are 15,196, Including Sunday's list of 283 the largest number
yet reported in a single day and marine corps list of two.
Bandit Returns Horse Taken in Raid.
Marfa, Tex. Col. Ildefonso Sanchez,
a Villa follower, returned to Captain
Kloepfer, U. S. A., a horse stolen from
an American ranch last April. The
Villa officer reported a fight between
Villa and Mexican
federal forces
which took place Saturday at Vado de
Piedra, opposite San Jose, Tex. The
villa forces attacked a detachment of

eighty federal soldiers under Captain
Mendoza. The federals broke, firing
as they ran, but wounded none' of
Sanchez's men.

ll

other Indians participated In the
Najojl or chicken pull held at Raman.
George H. Collins of Demlng was
bound over to the grand Jury In the
sum of 5,000 on charges of bootlegging and ot resisting an officer,
Word has been received of the find
ing of the body of Charles Zelger,

formerly wealthy restauranteur at Albuquerque, In a bay near Marshfleld,

it to

recommending

other expectant
mothers. Before
taking it, somedays
I suffered with neu.
ralgia so badly that
I thought I could
not live, but after
taking three bottle

,

Ros-we-

BE

Should Read Mrs. Monyhan'a
Letter Published by

tt

Western Newipaper Union News Servio.
The Washington-Arizonmines at
Washington, Aug. 6. Allied iioops
Kingman are now being operated.
salient reaped "the
In the Alsne-Marn-e
A large tonnage of ore is being pro
full fruits of victory" on Saturday,
duced at the Kay mine at Turkey.
"when the enemy, who met his sec
Oil has been reported to have been ond great defeat on the Marne, was
struck In a water well near .San Si- driven in confusion beyond the line
mon.
of the Vesle," Gen. Pershing reported
in his communique.
The Home Oil Company at
The German retreat continues un
has reached a depth ot about
abated, with the allies everywhere in
600 feet.

A large number

Western

niu.l a, Uavilal.na

A new

used

TO

All Over

New Mexico
Aug.

$9.40(812.20.

New Mexico.
The Lincoln oil well has reached a
depth of 2,000 feet, and the drillers
work day and night.

Gathered From

COMINO EVENTS.

Copper $25.62.
Lead $8.05.
East St. Louis. Spelter, $8.32'.
Boulder. Tungsten concentrates, 60
per cent, $20.0022.50 per unit; 25
per cent, $12.0012.60; 10 per cent.

Gilpin-Eurek-

Pithy News Items

UNDER U.S. BLOWS

MINING AND OIL

MOTHERS

lof

LvdiaE. Pink-haa Ve ire tabla
m

Compound I was en

4

tirely relieved or
neuralgia, 1 had

gained in strength
- and was able to go '
around and do all
my housework. My baby when seven
months old Weighed 19 pounds and I feel
.
better than I nave for a long time.
never bad any medicine To me so
much good." Mrs. Pearl, Monyhan,
Mitchell. Ind.
Good health during maternity la

nil tv

tip-

I

most important factor to both mother
and child, and many letters have been
received by the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass., telling of
health restored during this trying period
by the use of Lydia & Pinkham s Vege"
x
table Compound.
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Women as welt as men,
are made miserable by

kidney and bladder trouble.
Thousands recom-fl- T
tmxA Dr- -

A Hf 1?
Kilmer'
Bwamp-Roo- t.
ULiAIUE
the treat
kidney mediciné.
At druggists In large,
and medium size bcrttles. You may reby Parcel Post, also
ceive a sample size
about it. Address Dr.
Samphlet tellingCo., Blnghamton, N. Y., and
enclose ten cents, also mention this paper.

Ore.
Boys and girls clubs have made such
progress that parents in San Miguel
county generally are urging the formation of additional pig and poultry
riaeeatnrwlMre, Daisy t1 K litar attracts and MU
clubs.
SUSIM. Matt, elata, omunaiitel, convenient ud chop.
A negro arrested In El Paso Is be
will Mt aotl
tip
In far anytbUki. On aras
lieved to be William Brown who has
acUT. Aak it
at Albuquerque since
been wanted
Daley Fly Killer
Christmas to answer to a charge of
kf aipf , praptli, $1.00.
MltOiS MUM, 1M M UMM AVI
MOOM.YM, M.Y.
killing Rafaello Baldulni.
Imperial Potentate E. J. Jacoby of
PARKER'S
Indianapolis will pay a visit to Ballut
HAIR BALSAM
.
A toilet preparation of toerttT
Abyad temple at Albuquerque early In
Helpi to eradicate dandruff.
October, according to word received
For RsMtormc Color and
Beauty
to Gray or Faded Hair.
by the local potentate, P. L. William
too, and t.oo at Dm gglaU.
son.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
Stephen Nunes, who is charged with
the killing of Abilena Berela near QueLike Rice Flour.
mado a month ago, appeared In court
Willie What's a substitute, dad?
ut Socorro and withdrew his arraignCrabshaw Anything
that costs- ment, substituting for it a plea of
more than the real article. Life.
guilty.
Mrs. Leonardo Santistevan of Cor
Smile on wash dav. That's when von usa
dillera committed suicide by cuUing
Red Cross Ban Blue. Clothes whiter than
her throat with a butcher knife. The snow. All sxocere.
Adv.
body was found In an old wine barrel.
to have been de
She Is supposed
True hnppiness consists In getting
mented.
something you wanted but didn't ex
Two pardons, one for patriotic and pect.
the other for domestic reasons, were
Watch Your Skin Improve.
issued by Governor W. E. Llndsey to
Inmates of the state reform school. On rising and retiring gently smear
The first was Issued to John Martin the face with Cutlcura Ointment. Wash.
off Ointment in five minutes with Cuand the other to Vernon Spencer.
tlcura Soap and hot water. For
B. J. Cockraln, who is said to have
address "Cntlcura, Dept. X,
been implicated in the killing of Clay Boston."
At druggists and by mall.
Cooper west of Magdalena some weeks
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
ago, and who is under $10,000 bond as
an accomplice, was arrested at SocorGosh!
ro on complaint of Cooper's widow.
Old Lady Tut, tut! Do you know
Word was received at Encino that what becomes of little boys who tell
during the heavy rains recently, a wa- - fibs?
erspout struck between Encrno and
Willie Hlbrow (aged five) Oh, that
Anton Chico on the Pablo Agullar
is an optional matter with the boys
range and that 150 head ot sheep, parents. Some are foolishly threatmainly lambs, were drowned.
ened with eternul damnation ; corporal
punishment Is Inflicted on some; othOfficers of the Thirty-fourtdivi

Kill All

Flies! "MS1
;

bmmI

.

18.

free-sampl-

h

sion at Deming have subscribed a fund
of $11,000 for the two little daughters
of Lieutenant Jean Jagou of the
French army, who with another
French officer and an American sergeant lost his life when his automobile overturned In White Water creek.
Valencia county came forward with
over $6,000 for road work when there
was forwarded to State Highway En-

ers are Incarcerated for short periods-otime in cellars, sheds and closets or
are humiliated by being put prematurely to bed. Others are subjected tr
a course of light mental gymnastics
containing a smattering child psychol-

gineer James A. French, $4,290 for
work on the improvement ot the Camino Real from Isleta to Belen, and another warrant for $1,732.21 for work on
the Valencla-Arellnroad, south from
Prealta.
Three soldiers and a service car
driver were killed at Deming when a
Southern Pacific express train struck
an automobile In which they were rid
ing. Those who lost their lives were:
Walter G. Maclure, driver of the serv
ice car; vern Kinnaman and Roy V.
Kinnaman, brothers, members of the
134th ambulance corps, and Leo Mc- Grathcr, member of the 135th ambulance corps.
Jack O'Connell, Albuquerque automobile man, and Norman E. Hartman,
chief boatswain mate In charge of the
Albuquerque navy recruiting office,
were arrested on warrants charging
them with having a girl In their possession for evil purposes, in connection with the ense of Mark Pulllam,
charged with committing a crime
against a
girl while she
was under the influence of wine.
Lieutenant Lambert Herbert and
Lieutenant J. Jagou, French
at Camp Cody, were
drowned in White Water creek, twelve
miles southeast of Silver City. Sergt.
Ernest Picard of the United States
army, who was driving the car, was

I

o

ogy, psychopathy,

psychomancy,

often

times with an element of alectryo-manc- y
or dactyllomnncy. After all,
is one of a belief In or
against a personal devil. Personally,
.

(But the good old lady was gasping
for breath.)

In Nowise Playful.
"I understand you have quit play
ing politics?"
"I never played politics," replied)
Senator Sorghum, x "When I went Into-campaign I never left the other fellow enough of a chance to warrant
colling it any kind of a game."

When a girl gets hold of a young
man's heart strings she proceeds to tiethem In a beau knot.

-

to think that loud
Some people-seetalk makes a sound argument

A Cool Breakfast
for warm weather
Nofussing

officers-Instructo-

also drowned.
Sequel to the recent fire which destroyed the Southwestern hotel at Roy
when Rafael Romero lost his life,
came at Las Vegas in the filing of a
criminal charge of arson. against Mrs.
J. N. Renfro, its owner. She gave
bond In $1,000.

'
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round a
hot stove
eat
7if you
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TURKEY'S NEW SULTAN

Mohammed Burhan-Eddlnwho
downfall of Abdul Homld
vas the letter's favorite son, has now
become sultan of Turkey, being proclaimed under the name of Mohammed VI.
Now In his thirty-thir- d
year, Burhan-Eddlne
has ever since bis boyhood been groomed by Emperor William for the eventual occupancy of
the Ottoman throne. He has been
''tí
carefully brought up by the best, German, French and even English tutors, Is thoroughly up to date and
very modern In his Ideas, and as a
boy bad charming manners. He Is by
profession a sailor, rather than a military man, and holds a commission of
captain of the Ottoman navy, which
until the beginning of the present war
was far and away the most popular
branch of the defensive service, its
officers having as a rule held themselves aloof from the political in
trigues which have done incalculable damage to the prestige and to the discipline of the army.
The main shadow on Burhan-Eddlne'-s
record, apart from his
and bis evil association with the unsavory product of an Imperial

until the

rf

(hÁ

J

scullery, Enver Pasha, is his attitude toward his late father. Although Sultan
Abdul Hamld had even gono to the length of bestowing upon his favorite son
birthday the title of nahlra, which may be
on the occasion of his twenty-firs- t
rendered in English as coadjutor, associate or viceroy a title which figures
never
but rarely In the history of the Ottoman empire yet Burhan-Eddln- e
raised a finger in defense of his father, either on the occasion of the first
military pronunclamento in 1008 or at the time of his final deposition and
Imprisonment in 1909.
Burhan-Eddln- e
became the most intimate friend of Enver, and contributed in no small degree to bring about the letter's marriage to the
Imperial princess, Nndjle Sultana.

RECRUITING

WOMEN

DOCTORS

After six months' trial of the
overseas hospitals, the
French government has asked the
National Woman Suffrage association,
which sent the unit over and is financing it, to supply immediately a person1
nel of 50 women, doctors, nurses,
nurses' aids, clerks, chauffeurs, etc.,
hospital to be estabto run a 300-belished for the enre of gas cases. Mrs.
Raymond Brown of New York, who
V
J
wentto France for the suffragists to
inspect the units they had sent and
report what was needed, came back
with this official request and is scouring the country now for the very best
experts her sex can furnish to enlist
for this dangerous work.
"It Is dangerous," she said In" her
office at national suffrage headquarters, "dangerous not only because it
will probably be near the front, but
because the gassed men come in so
full of the poisonous stuff, their
clothes and their bodies reeking with it, that the nurses and doctors must
breathe In a good deal and the clerks who handle their clothes do, too.
The French will supply the hospital. It is to be ready for the suffrage
unit whenever the latter arrives, and Mrs. Brown hopes to start for Europe
with the 50 by the end of August. The French war department will supply
some of the equipment, and will maintain the patients, but food and salaries
for the 50 of the personnel will come out of the money the American suffragists are raising for this war work.
women's

d

8PANI8H-AWERICA-

NO GRUMBLING AT PRIVATION

Britishers Willing to Subsist on Short
Rations If That Will HelrWIn
the War for Liberty.""

It really Isn't necessary to tell

m

the

British people not to waste food. There
is nothing eatable left on the average
plate when the meal Is finished. Meals
are one Interminable round of fish
and eggs, fish and eggs. Eggs are found
disguised under all manner of names,
but always there are eggs, not seven
times a week, but almost 21 times a
week, writes Chester M. Wright, member of the American Federation of
Labor mission to England.
Meat Is ratloued by a card system.
So is sugar, of which you may have
six ounces a week and no more. One
of the best hotels in London is serving butter or margarine only once
Many hotels have none for
dally.
days at a time.
Desserts are a thing of the rant,
recorded in history but not among
the things extant. Milk is rationed.
Tea soon will be. Bread Is rationed.
Hotels will serve you with one brown
roll per meal. The average man would
be amazed at the British menu today,
but the British do not grumble. They
go on short rations knowing that It
must be done, and accept it as part
of the war that must be carried vie- -

j

r--

í

1 Actual destruction
by a depth charge dropped by an American destroyer, the phoof a Geniiun
tograph being taken by an officer of one of the troopships attacked. 2 Major R. D. Paddock of the American
army, acting division signal officer, who recently won" the Croix de Guerre and wears a wound stripe. 8
American troops going through wire entanglements to meet the Huns.

torywards.
Even If It were possible to break
the food restrictions the average Britisher has not the slightest desire to
get more to eat than his neighbors.
Especially among the British workers
Is there an obvious grim satisfaction
when members of the American labor
mission and spenkers tell how ships
are being rushed to completion In 26 Huns Falling Back Toward the
by the Britstates, and how
Vesle River Line in the Aisne-Marish people in matters of food and luxuries make each ton of maximum value
Region.
and effect In prosecuting the war to a
finish.
The British workers realize that
more than half their food comes from YANKEES WIN NEW LAURELS
the United States.
"The less food the more troops," is
the slogan which appeals especially to
the Clyde ship builders, one of whom Defeat Bst Division of the Prussian
Guard In Desperate Fighting Gersaid: "If ships from the United
States are laden as far as possible with
mans and Bolshevlkl Face Resoldiers and ammunition, then every
volts In the Near East
bolt we drive Is as good as a rifle shof
against the Germans."
By EDWARD W. PICKARO.
The fifth year of the great war
War of the Rose.
The war of the roses that never ends opened with the German forces In the
e
region on the defensive
beauty with
:s a war to vanquish
greater beauty. For long ages, since after the collapse of the drive on Tarhistnrv hpenn. this has been going on. is and the assumption of the Initia;
Jnnnn hihI India. Serbia and Persia tive by the allies under General Foch
promcheered on contestants a dozen centu- the British calmly awaiting the
ries before Damascus gave to the Cru- ised offensive by Crown Prince
the French and Italians drivsaders the damnsk rose for occidental
a
"Decisions" have only tem- ing ahead In Albania; Ukraine,
culture.
rising
of
Russia
much
and
as
example,
For
porary significance.
domParis eave Venus the award of beauty, against the tyranny of German Bul;
his namesake city gives southern Cali ination Turkey quarreling with
Germany over
fornia the gold medal, the prize oi garia and Austria with
In
near East;
spoils
war
tha
the
of
competition.
honor at the Bagatelle
But California must meet world com- the allies putting into execution their
elepetition In years to come and must plans to help the
all,
the
and,
above
In
ments
Slberln,
of
get
the
out
or
maintain her furra
of the
running. Bose culture Is a progressive American troops In the thick
fighting In France and winning the
art
of the world for their splenplaudits
they
believe
we
As for the Germans,
were not represented at Bagatelle. did work.
That does not matter much. In this,
as in their science, the Teutons are
Wlth the apparent intention of milkrather imitators than originators. True ing a stand, at least temporarily, on
their Duchess de Mecklenburg, their the Vesle river line, the Germans
e
Cornelia Koch, their Felenberg and slowed up their retreat from the
particularly their Princess de Sngan,
salient last week and brought
with Its rich maroon and crimson
their heavy artillery into action. Dehave attracted English atten- spite the determined and dashing attion. But these are all modifications tacks of the allies from the south,
of French typos, as the Kronprlnzes-si- n west and east, the Huns had withVictoria Is a modification of the drawn In most cases with deliberation,
choosing the ground for their rearBourbon rose. Brooklyn Eagle.
guard actions and saving probably the
Somebody Must Have Told Him.
greater part of their supplies. The
Jay McCord of exemption board No. possibility of cutting off and capturing
3 finds the young negroes of the disany very large number of them passed
trict an inexhaustible, source of de- when it was found that their powerlight. "They refer," he says, "quite ful resistance at the ends of the arc,
rightly to their 'consecration papers.
near Soissons and Reims, prevented
One of them, whose patriotism was of any considerable advance of the althe right kind, returned his questionlies there. At the south front of the
naire the other day. 'Well, George, salient the Huns fought fiercely for
do you waive exemption?' I asked him. days while their guns and munitions
'Oh, yassuh, boss, yassah. Ah'tl wave were being transported to the north,
anything. Jes' give me a flag a Unit- and then quickly moved back, the
ed States flag, If you' got one an French and Americans following with
Ah'll show you whether Ah kin wave a rush. This movement carried the
battle up to and beyond the River
it.
Another, says Mr. McCord, wrote in Ourcq. There was evidence that the
his questionnaire that his allowance German commander Intended to halt
south of that river for a time, but he
to his wife was $100 a month.
"That's fair enough," I said. "Let's was not allowed to do this.
geehow much do you make?"
To the front between
"Ten dollnhs a week, boss. Ah'B a
and Pnssy were brought the crack
porter."
divisions of the Prussian guards, to
"Ten dollars a week, eht Then hold back the Americans, but the latyou shoot craps."
ter refused to be checked, and with a
The darkey's eyes bulged with sur- gallantry that aroused the cheers of
prise. "Huccum yo' know dot, boss," the allied nations they met and dehe gasped; "who done tol' you' Ar feated the best fighters of the kaiser's
These Prussians, unlike so
armies.
shoot crops?" Chicago Tribune.
mnny of the Huns, fight to the death
All France at War.
when told to hold a certain position,
"If you want to see a whole nation and the Americans, also, do not know
in arms, go to France," says a hearty, the word surrender. Consequently the
g
United States soldier combat was bloody In the extreme. It
was centered In and about the villages
boy Just back from tne war iroui, au
"It's not Just In of Nesles. Sergy and Clerges. and they
now In a hospital.
country changed hands repeatedly before the
the cities. It's in the little
work Yankees finally got the upper hand
at
women
old
seen
towns. I've
firmly In
in the fields, women so feeble that they and established themselves
beyond
hud to walk with a cane when they the towns and then pushed on
makSeringes
and
old
tnklng
nn
seen
river,
I've
the
working.
weren't
lines
that
up
German
the
in
fertilizer
ing
a
wheeling
salient
French mother
ento the top of the hill. She had to do threatened what remained of the
and
there
between
were
pocket
folks
emy
in
the
men
her
because
the work
up
in the trenches. After every trip
you
That It was not an Idle threat was
hill she came tottering down, and
Amermight have thought she couldn't wheel proved two days later, when the
hard
troops
struck
though.
tell
I
French
and
did.
ican
another lond. She
you, the spirit of those French people at this pocket, storming the heights
They
between Sergy and Seringes.
Is the wonder of this war."
were preceded by a rolling barrage
and moved forward behind a smoke
Where He Stopped.
at"Mr. BliRglns speaks four or five clond. It was announced that this
tack was for the purpose of straightlanguages." remarked Miss Cayenne.
ening the allied line, but its possibili"Valuable accomplishment."
advance,
"It would be if he could think up ties were considerable. The and was
something worth saying In any one of "which was stubbornly resisted
made difficult by miles of barbed-wir- e
them."
ntenglements, carried the allies close
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HUN INTRIGUER

NOTORIOUS

l

love-lines- s,

Admiral von Hintze, German min-

and formerly
minister to Mexico, who was selected
to succeed Dr. von Kuehlmann as
foreign secretary, is perhaps the most
notorious intriguer in the German diplomatic service. China has been the
scene of much of his activity, and
there he hobnobbed not only with the
mandarins, but also
JcrmanophIle
with the robber bands and spies.
So scandalous, indeed, was his behavior that he was recalled for a
'
I
while and nt the outbreak of the war
he was In Mexico. In the guise of an
Englishman he managed to return to
y iriiifflfrif'triii
3ermany by way of the United States,
K
'
England and Holland, and in 1915 was
sent back to China as minister.
He traveled once more by the
way of America, and despite the close
v.:..,:"'
mjiiSwatch for him which was kept by the
get
across
Japanese he managed to
the Faclflc as a supercargo in a bean- TTIntz - ta na wllv and trick "v --as- anv livlne
Von
l
'
uiuaviau
. diplomat, and when In Mexico tried hard to drag the United States Into war
with that republic.

ister nt Christlanla
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WINS FAME IN THE AIR
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Lieut. Tyler Cook Bronson, a
young American aviator, only twenty-tw- o
years old, was mentioned In the
dispatches as being one of the Amerl
can group who brought down six of
the kaiser's best fighting airmen, a
unit of the famous Kichthofen's own

squadron.
The encounter took place near
Chateau Thierry and was the largest
yfcív:':v:-:- t Ak
x
.'.
air fight In which members of the
American squadron have taken part.
.
Six German planes were brought down
while the rest took to flight, absolutely no loss resulting to our flyers.
Lieutenant Bronson comes from
a fighting family, his uncle, the late
Col. E. N. Knox, having been a Civil
war veteran and medal of honor man.
His mother, Mrs. Melvln A. Brown, Is
secretary of the national aeronautic
1
committee of New York, and her only
other son, Frederick P. Bronson, is
j&VVulern NwiRipr l'"jnj
with the engineers' corps In. France.
The young fighter was educated in Switzerland, served on the Mexican
border, and was trained for aviation service at Ithaca, Toronto, Canada and
.
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Worth.
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good-lookin-

to Chamery, the town where Lieut.
Quentln Roosevelt fell to his death
with his airplane.
-t- aBetween Fere and Soissons the
French, with the assistance of certain
Scottish units, made some progress
toward the north and east in the face
The Scots
of powerful resistance.
captured the park and chateau in the
outskirts of Buzancy nnd held them
and
against repeated counter-attackthe French occupied Grand Rozoy nnd
Cugny and, in a brilliant operation,
took by storm the Butte Chaulmont, a
commanding height.
On the eastern side of the rapidly
diminishing salient the French and
British moved steadily northward unroad was
til the entire Dormans-Reimin their possession; Romigny, Bllgny
were occupied and
Along here the Huns
was reached.
put up some of their most stubborn resistance and strongest counter-attackand Infantry operations there came almost to a standstill, though the artillery continued Its activity, as It did
on all other sectors.
-t- ain
the early days of the allied offensive the Germans were vastly inferior In the air, but last week many
of their best pilots were summoned,
and their machines swarmed over the
allied lines and communication roads,
fighting with remarkable daring and
doing considerable execution. The allied aviators were by no means lacking and there were Innumerable stirring combats In the air.
s;

s

When General Foch relaxed somewhat in Infantry action, perhaps to
give his troops a bit of rest, perhaps
In preparation for further important
operations, It was expected the Hun
would seize the opportunity to attack.
But he did not do so, evidently not be
ing anxious to meet the allies oftener
Observers thought,
than necessary.
from the movements of the enemy,
that he would not stop long on the
Vesle river line, but would retire to the
plateau between that stream and the
Alsne. This might be rendered compulsory by the capture of
which would open the way
for the allies to advance down the
Ardre valley to Flsmes.

It

Up to the time of writing, according
to French estimates, the Germans had
used 45 divisions on the Soissons-Relm- s
front, some of them having been
brought Into action several times. Berlin claimed to have taken 24,000 prisoners, while those captured by the
allies were said to number 84,000.
The object of each army has been to
kill as mnny as possible of its oppo
nents.
German prisoners, It is said, are
deeply depressed by the failure of the
crown prince's drive and the success
of Foch's offensive. They now realize
the strength of the American arms,
and the people In Germany also are
beginning to learn the truth about

that, despite the attempts of the leaders and the press to minimize It nnd
to excuse the army's severe reverse.
-)-

-

the other fronts there was not a
great deal of action, though the British struck a swift blow in the north,
surrounding and capturing the town
and taking prisoners.
of Merris
There was little ohnhge in the Albanian situation, though Vienna claimed
forces hod met with
the Franco-ItaliaThe Austrians are very
a reverse.
sore over the repeated bombing of
Poln and other bases and are threatening retaliation on Itallnn cities, espeOn

call for "mass terrorism" against the
bourgeoisie, and the repulse of the
Czecho slovaks. A part of that remarkable force has penetrated to the
south as far as the Black sea, capturing a port and vessels, and another
body has taken Ekaterlnberg, an important town In the province of Perm
near the Siberian border, the center
of a rich mining district. The allied
powers were still negotiating concerning the extension of nld to the Czecho-

slovaks and other

n

ele-

ments In Russln, hut were going ahead
with their military preparations for
the proposed expedition, and It was
said on Thursday that American, British and Japanese troops already had
been dispatched to Vladivostok.
The soviet government of Russia li
reported to have renounced all claims
to the great provinces of Esthonla
and Livonia, and these, together with
Oourland, probably will be united under a general government under German auspices.

ta
From Copenhagen, the source of
many lies, came the statement that
Turkey had severed relations with
Germany and Austria because of the
disputes between the Turks and Bulgaria over territory taken from
and Russia. There was every
evidence that this was "greatly exaggerated," as Mark Twain said of the
report of ids death, but there is no
doubt that Turkey Is tired of the war
and Is getting nil the worst of it. However, Germany, being in control of
Turkish finances and In command of
Turkish armies, has the whip hand
and probably will be able to keep the
Turks to their alliance for some tima
yet.
Rou-mnn-

t- a-

General March, chief of staff, has
been working out the details of a plan
by which the American land forces are
to be amalgamated Into one army, the
existing distinctions between the regular army, the National army and the
federalized National Guard being
wiped out. This will do away with
promomany "Jealousies concerning
tions and every soldier will wear on
his collar the letters "U. S.," the "N.
A." and "N. O." being removed. The
chief of staff also Is beginning to
"loosen up" some regarding Information as to what American units ara
engaged In certain operations.
-t- aThe war department prepared the
country Inst week for the reception
of long casualty lists. The casualties
e
bnttle, though not
In the
excessive when the magnitude of the
struggle is considered, may run as
high as 10 per cent, it is stated. It
is comforting to know thnt the vast
majority of the wounded are suffering
only from clean bullet wounds and will
soon be back in the lines.
AIsne-Marn-

-- ta

Sir Eric Geddes, first lord of the
British admiralty, told the house of
commons the naval situation was satisfactory and that the civilized world
was gaining steadily on tha
by reducing the sinkings and IncreasHe said
ing the building of ships.
America's program of destroyers and
craft is beginning to
come along and "will become a veri-

table torrent."

ta

More trouble In realizing the American aircraft program came to light
thnt General
with the information
Pershing had told the war department
to send over no more of the De
planes if had been building,
until changes were made, as they had
proved useless. Secretary Baker half
denied this and half admitted It by
stating that Improvements are being
cially Venice.
American troops arrived In Italy made In the plane that It is hoped will
last week and were received with Joy make it satisfactory, and that General
Pershing has requested n large shipthat was almost hysterical.
The senment of the De Hnvllands.
latairplanes
Investigating
committee
ate
in the near East the best news
heard testimony highly praising the
came from Ukraine, where the peaswork of General Kenly, director of
revolt
in
to
full
be
reported
ants are
operations, but was told that
airplane
against the Huns. Field Marshal Von
charge of production,
Elchhorn, the German commander In John D. Ryan, la
beginning to get his bearings
Ukraine, who hnd treated the people was only
like slaves, was assassinated by a In the big task.
-t- ayoung Russian social revolutionist In
Whlle Mr. Hoover Is In Europe con
Kiev, nnd It was said the life of
General SkoropadskI, the hetmán a ferrlng with other food controller,
tool of Germany also was threatened. the food administration has cut tha
German correspondents who have monthly allowance of sugar to two
been traveling in Russia report that pounds per person, and warns tlx
the feeling there against Germany Is country Is threatened with a serious
very strong and widespread and that sugar famine. The wheat situation Is
better and citizens are released from
the business men are nil
lk. Lenlne and Trotzky ndmlt that the the voluntary pledge to do without
hat cereal.
bolshevik government Is In peril and
n
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C. Ü. Strong, County Treasurer,

Tom.

BUNION SUNDAY SCHOOL;
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
at Christian Church.
Your

,r

IRVIN OGDEN, SR.
EDITOR.

Sukicriplion

$1.50 Per

Year

matter
Entered as
postoflice in Hoy, New Mexico.
second-clas-

s

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

Machine Shop
Blacksmith Shop
Garage

AND PUBLISHER

at the

Mora, New Mexico

presence

y

At Matters

' This paper has enlisted
Vviththc government in the

We do all kinds of Machine Work
Auto Repairing, Blacksmithing,
Woodwork, Lathe Work.

The American's Creed

Horseshoeing is our
Specialty

.

V. P. S. C. E,
Mvra O. Defrkes, President

f

a

1

IBELIEVK

triz e u

We also carry a Complete Line of

Oils and Auto Accessories,

.R

A

Free Air.

Gasoline Stand,

snd Acouray

u (Unlatched with Promptness
Your BuHlness Respectfully Solicited

entrusted to

s

viiB s a l caw

Rev. Fr.

oy G.asrag

Methodist Episcopal Church
ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regalar Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.

At Reasonable Rates.

Repair Work

TsSlinTsta'

C.B. STUBBLEFIELD & Co.

(incorporated.)

ROY,

3rd Sunday
Church

1

at Roy Christian
am and 7:30pm

11

2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
11 a m and 7:30 p m

Proprietor

Pastor

C. Heaton,

VV.

New Mex.

brandabout their homes and treat STRAYED:-Sorrelm- are
their toilets with chloride of lime ed L. M. left uhoulder and colt
or other branded MX left hip. $5.00 reIt is a pleasure to U3 and we concerentrated lye
believe it a hopefnl sign, to note recognized and easily obtainable ward for their return
Dick Dietterich, Roy N. M.
that Uuion and Colfax counties disinfectants or deoPorizers and
are seemingly, unanimous for the be careful what you eat during
We have just learned of the
renomination of Judge Leib and the hot weather and be sure you
marriage of Miss Fthel Fleming
his reelection as Judge in that scald your milk containers.
District. It is a distinction any
It is inexcusable for enlighten- to Mr. W. J. Hooper both of the
man might be proud of and our ed paople to permit conditions Wagner School community. We
observation 3 that he has earned which are well known to breed extend congratulations eved if
it. We have never heard of typhoid germs. With the aid of they did slip by us with the
"Hand picked" and politically myriads of flies, one cesspool wedding.
It Generally Does.
controlled Juries in hi3 Court, can easily cause the death of
SpoM-wa( pivot! to man to disguise
He has never been justly accused many persons and it is morally
Rev. R. A. Price writes us to lis thoughts. -- TallyrunO.
of any sort of prejudice or par criminal to endanger the lives of change his address from La Mesa
tiality shown by him on accontof !an the community, by careless to Capitán, N. M. He seems to
Notice to Contractors
political or other reasons, and ness.
have been sent to a very desirahis conduct on the bench has
ble location as Capitán is on top
Sealed proposals will be receiv.
Instructions to send Frank of a mouutain and a favorite ed by
been above reproach.
the County Board of Educa
in care of A.E.F. resort for El Paso people during
The more exalted a position a Seidels's
non oi the County of Mora New,
man holds the more deplorable it implies that he has started for the summer months when it Is Mexico, in
the office of Milnor
is when he prostitutes that posi- France.
hot in the city. The Rev. sends Rudulph, president
of the said
tion to base uses and there is no
greeting to his many friends Board, Mora, New Mexico,
ud' to
form of prostitution so deplorable
12 o'clock noon, the 15th. dav of
Jack Mills has gone to Cim- here.
a3 when the Courts, the tribunal arron to work on the Chase
August, 1918, for the construc
yhich should command the Ranch for the next few months.
tion
of a public school hnnsp
Mrs. J. W. Teeter writes from
respect and veneration of the
H3 ha3 arranged for a neigh- Neosho. Missouri that they still according to plans and specificapeople who created and maintain bor to care for his stock and crop want the
They have a fine tions prepared by E. W. Hart,
them, are debased to the position on the farm. Mrs. Mills and the
little home and he is running an architect. said building to be
of tools of a political gang who baby went Tuesday in the auto elevator there but they some built at Mills, within said County
use them to persecute political op with her mother. Mrs. C. J.
times wish they were back on of Mora.
ponents and protect criminals Burton, and her little brother
the Mesa. They have had a A certified check made payable
who vote with the party which who went as far as Spinger. to
terribly hot summer and very to the said County
Board of
controls the court.
get a supply of honey to replace little rain and cool night to sleep
Education,
3 percent
of
of
Th3 Court must be elevated the sugar they cant get now.
would be a luxury to them.
the proposal submitted, must acabove Politics, or politics must
They stop to see that the
company each bid as a guarantee
be reformed to a point where it comes after them.
Tommy Zablocki and Albert that the contractor will enter
prostitute
not
will
the Court3.
Cygan, two of our best Polish into a contract and furnish a
Men, real Mj.i, incorruptible
0. Arbogast of Mills is a new homesteaders left Saturday for good surety bond,
tobe approved
men of the charcacter of Judge addition to the
list of Mills Chicago, their old home. They by
said
in
board,
a
sum of 50 per
Lieb are the only solution of the readers. He is applying to make
arranged to be absent for cent of the amount of said propohave
problem and the safeguard of the proof on his claim and investiaga
but we expect to see sal for the construction of said
dignity of the Courts. .You cant ting the methods of getting a some time
back here again. Tommy building. The said Board hereby
enforce respect or prevent con- road from his claim out to town. them
back in the reserves the right to reject any
will still read his
tempt in the minds of free
He is started right to get it.
City."
"Windy
and all bids.
American people for men or insti
tutions that are rotten.
Plans and specifications can be
o
seen at the office of Milnor
"There is but one issue before:
Rudulph president of said Board
the Nation That is to lift aloft
at the County Court House, Mora
the banner of democracy and
New Mexico.
maintain the freedom of man- County Board of Educatiou of
kind and to stamp out once and
County of Mora, New Mexico
the
for all German autocracy.
There may be other ways to
By Milnor Rudulph, Pres.
achieve this, but I know of only
Attest,
this one That is to stand by the
Cases.
regularly constituted officers of
Mrs. Addie Cassidy, Sec'y.
them
by
stahd
Government
the

Felix Vachon,
Priest in charge,

Cars Housed and Cared for

NEW MEX.

ROY,

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.
Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

and LIVERY

Variety Machine Works,
GILSTRAP Bro's, Prop's.

Miss liluan Grinkr, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

j

i

o

IN THK UNITED
AMERICA, AS A
GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE,
BY THE PEOFLE, FOR THE PEOPLE, WHOSE JUST POWERS ARE
DERIVED FROM THE CONSENT
OF THE GOVERNED: A DEMOCRACY IN A REPUBLIC: A SOVEREIGN NATION OF SOVEREIGN
UNION
A PERFECT
STATES;
ONE AND INSEPARABLE, ESTABLISHED UPON THE PRINCIPLES
OF FREEDOM, EQUALITY, JUSTICE AND HUMANITY.
BELIEVE IT
I THEREFORE
IS MY DUTY TO MY COUNTRY
TO LOVE ITi TO SUPPORT ITS
TO OBEY ITS
CONSTITUTION'
LAWS TO RESPECT ITS FLAG:
AND TO DEFEND IT AGAINST
ALL ENEMIES-

nacetsary.

F,tlVEY'Supt'

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant re being"
straightened out and we are also prepared
J2I 22 to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.

i

cause of America for the
period cf the war

Is

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

or

Church Directory

J. Taylor, Abstractor

-

SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT
1st and 3d Sundays
11 A. M.
Mosquero,

at

nt Bradley,

The Plumlee Hospital

j

ROY,

j

NEW MEX.

Cares for both Medical and
Surgical

totheer.d;
The threatened epidemic ofj
Typhoid in Roy and vicinity!
should impel every thinking per-- 1
'
son to get busy with those who
neces
dont think. and impress the
sity for sanitary precautions!
that will save the lives of those
who are still well.
The source of Typhoid germs;
is well know to all who read, or
maybe, and the means of its.
spreading e so foul that all
should guard against it.
1

Recently Enlarged,
Newly Furnished and Equipped,
Careful Attention and Good Nursing,
Visitors and Correspondence Inyited.

Carus Plumlee,

j

We urge that without compulalii
authorities,
sionfrom health

persons

clear up the rubbish'

,

Physician in Charge.
We also have Cottages

Separate from the Hospital,

with Sleeping Porches,
For Tubercular Patients.

M.

BAPTIST

El Dorado Hotel

Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

Charles Chapman, Proprietor.

ROY

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.

Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District

Tourists and

Land-Seeke- rs

Will find this, the right place.

4th Sunday of each month 'at
and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.
11.00 a. m.

PLEASANT

3,

p.m.
MILLS

TO TRADE:- - a farm of 230
acres in Southwestern Missouri
for land near Roy.
S--

VIEW

First Sunday each Month at

3rd Sunday

Inquire at the

;

CHRISTIAN

Under new Management

at

O. W.

11.00 a. m. 8PM.

Hearn, Pastor.

LODGE DIRECTORY

office.

!

LAND PLATS of ail kinds
Abstracts of U. S. Land
Office Records,
MAPS.

I. O.O.F..
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets át its own Hall
Every Wednesday

Prompt Attention

Evening
Visiting Brothers always'Xwel-come- .

C.N. ROARK
Clavton New Mex.

S--

r

A.M.

First Sunday in each montn.

.

.

11

Solano, 3, P.
R. L. MATTHEW, Pastor,

S--

S--

3 P.M.

2nd & 4th Sundays at Liberty,

S-- A

S--

7.39 P. M

STRAYED;
Bull

A2

year-ol- d

White-Face- d

Chas. A. Peare, N. G.
with large horns,
J. E, Wildman, Sec'y.
Branded, (J """right shoulder,
1?
tips of ears cut off. Last seen
Degree
Rebekah
Canyon.
near head of Burro
Reward for information leading
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
28.
to recovery of said animal.
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
H. D. UPTON. Solano, N.M.
Evening each month
--

I. O. O. F. Hall
-

.

JACK i MILLS
U. S. Commissioner

Filings,
Proofs and all
land matters.
Also Surveys and Plats.

Prompt Attention

at Solano, New Nexico.

Office

Miss

Lillian Griner..N.

Mrs.Grace V. Ogden

G.

Secy.

Visiting Sisterswelcome

J. B. LUSK
Attorney at LaW
Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me

Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
Office and Exchange,
Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

ROY, N. M.
PHONE at Springer.

E

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conand intermediate points.
ServiceCity
Exchange,
Roy
Efficient
nected.
Rural-Communi-

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

NEW MEXICO

ROY

? SELLING OUT?
Then you will have a
PUBLIC SALE,
There's only- - one REAL Auctioneer in the Country, Thats

Col. F.O.WHITE

His address is MILLS N. M.
You can have SALE BILLS
printed and make dates at the

Spanish-America-

Office.

n

New Mexico.

'

Roy,

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Tractor for Sale
"Big BULL"
used but little,

has been
one of the
best makes for either belt or
Traction work.
Terms to suit Purchaser.

Seed Wheat for sal- eApply, to -- Dr. BROWN RoyN. M

P"TF

fj

M.ifi
M

9-1- 8,

Packers' Profits
Large or Small
.Packers' profits look big
when the Federal Trade
Commission reports that four
of them earned $140,000,000
during the three war years.

-

billion

Contest No. C0J3.

July.

Automobile For Trade:
It is in good running condition
and I will sell or trade it for
farm machinery or young stock.
If you are leaving the mesa
you should not overlook this
proposition.
See me in Roy
and try the car.

III.

mmJNi1:

1

18, 1918.

Mrs. Eva Taylor,
Mrs. Fannie
Tempi!', Mis. Flora Bker, Mrs. Emma Gardner,
Benjamin, John, Abner,
Cartor and Willi im Cherry,
Spring
llslil, III. an 1 Frederick Cherry,
To

a $m
i

aíjieirs of Amos J.

Ch"rry, luteV Hoy, New Mexico
Springfield, Li. deceased;
Contestee

and

Vi
vni: XATnV,,
for others Bank your money
and some d&y others will
Bii&p

)

When it is explained that
this profit was earned on
total sales of ever four and

a half

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Clayton, N. 51.

You aro hereby notified that Ois
tiano R goni who gives
Roy, New
Mexico,
as his Postoifc add ess, did,
R, A. Pendleton.
on July 1st. 1918, file in this office Lis
d ily corroborated application
to con
FOR SALE- :- Eight Good Po- - test nnd
the. cancellation of youi
land China Pigs, weight CO or CO njmostead entry, fc'erial number 00743,
mrdeApiil. 3d, 190,
pounds.
for ths
SWJ S c 10, Twp.
T. O. SCOTT, Roy, N.M 21.W Rng.26K. NMPM.and,
as grounds
fur lib contest he alleges that the said
NOTICE FOR REPUBLICATION h.'irs af said Amos J. Cherry have n.A
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land raided on sitiJ land nor cultivated
s;i:ne, nor kept up the improvements
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

Packers' profits look small

.

GEO. N. AMES,
2 miles East of Roy.

NOTICE OF CONTEST

WJ-SE;-

dollars or

only about three cents on
each dollar of sales.

t'ieieop, lince the death of said entry-main or about tho year 1911; that
the names of the suid heir", as nearly
aj thecontedtmt knews, are
Mrs.
KvaTaylor, .Mrs. Fannie Temple, Mrs.
Flora Baker,
Mrs. Emma Gardner,
Benjamin, John, Abner, Caoter, and
William Cherry, all of liringfiold, III.
and Frederick Cherry, ofEdwards-vlll- e,
1
;
thai this contestant dees
of intention to make Final Three Year hot know the ages of said heirs, but
Proof, to establish claim to the land
ha3 reason to believe and does believe
above described before Register and
trai they are a'l over 21 years of age
Receiver, U. S. Land Ofllce, Clayton
and that sai i deceased entry man left
N. M., on the 17th of Sept 1918
no widow surviving him.
Claimant names as witnesses:
You are,- therefore, further notified
Cosme C Hernandez
Tho's McGrath
that
the said allegations will be taken
Joe Mas tus of Mills New, Mexico
by this office as having been confessJohn McCrystel
of Jtoy N. M. ed by you, and your said entry will be
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
cancelled thereunder without your fur831
ther right to be heard therein, either
Register. before this office or on appeal, if you
fail to file in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication of
Miss Inez Cate of Solano, this notice, as shown below, your anbe sent to swer, under oath, specifically meeting
directs that her S-and responding to these allegations of
her at Haxton Colorado in future contest,
or if you fail within that time
where she Í3 employed as a nurse. to file in this office due proof that you
have served a copy of your answer
on the said contestant either in person or by registered mail. If this
Cure For Dysentery
service is made by the delivery of a
copy of your answer to the contest
''While I was in Ashland, Kansas ant in person, proof of such service
a gentleman overheard me apeakingof must be either the said contestant's
Chamberlain. s Colic and Diarrhoea written acknowledgment of his re
Ucmcdy, "writes w.lliam whitelaw, of ceipt of the copy, showing the date of
its receipt, or the affidavit of the perDes Moines, Iowa. "lie told me in
son by whom the delivery was made
famdetail of what it had done for his
stating when and where the copy was
ily, but more especially his daughter delivered; if made by registered mail,
who was lying at t ho point of death proof of such service must consist of
with h violent attack of djsentery, the affidavit of the person by whom
and had been g'ven up by the family the copy was mailed stating when and
physician. Some of his neighbors ad the postoffice to which it was mailed
and this affidavit must be accompanied
vised him to give Chamberlain's Colic
by the postmaster s receipt for the
Which
he did, letter.
and Diarrhoea Remedy,
and fully believes that py doing so
You should state in your answer the
saved the life of his child. He staled
name
postoffice to which you
that hi had also used this remedy h'm-se- desire of the
future notices to be sent to you.
with gratifying results."
PAZ VALVERDE,
July

This is the relatioD between profits

and sales:

TO THE MAN WHO IS WORKING FOR HIS MONEY:
HERE IS A PICTURE FOR YOU.

taog;MiatBK5!.rE..
EVERY UWNER OF EVERY

2') 19I8

Notice is hereby given that
Otto Lohstroh of Roy, Mora Co, N.M
who on November 2,l9l3 und Sept-- ,
ember 27, 1915 made Homestead
Ent ys No,0l67l3 Addl No 020934 forWi
Lots II, 12, SWJ-SSWJ:
Section 6 and
Section 7 Township 20 N Range 2? E
E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice

--

-

STOR OR FACTORY, ALMOST
WITHOUT EXCEPTION, WAS AN EMPLOYE IN IT ONCE.
IF YOU ARE EVER GOING TO BE. OR DO ANYTHING WORTH
WHILE, YOU MUST HAVE MONEY IN THE BANK. MANY A
CHANCE WILL PRESENT ITSELF, IF YOU HAVE MONEY,
YOU CAN TAKE IT.
MONHY WILL COMF. HANDY SOMEDAY.
WE ADD 5 PERCENT INTEREST ON 6 OR 12 MONTHS TIME
DEPOSITS.

SEi-SWJ-

Profits

B

Sales

J
If no packer profits had been

earned, you could have bought
your meat at only a fraction of
a cent per pound cheaper?

-

.

Packers' profits on meats and
animal products have been limited by the Food Administration,
since November 1, 1917.

Swift

&

Company, U. S. A.

The Ruling Passion.
"I'm sorry, Hollo," snld the young
froman, gently, "hut I fear that you
; must not hope. I am fond of you,
but
we can never marry. You see "
"Yes,
he Interrupted' bitterly.
' "You cannot marry me because 1
' weigh 200 pounds. Nobody loves a
' tat man I"
And with this quotation he stroda
'

Into the nitht.
But there is always a Chapter IL
Three weeks lator our hero again
itood In the presence of our heroine.
"I have come back to renew my
rait," ho said.
"But, Hollo, did I not tell you tii&t
It was hopeless?"
"Wait ! Do no! spurn me till yvJ
know nil. I have been taking n
course. Today I nm a bargain.
1 nm reduced from 200 to 103!"
Unable to witlmtnnd the great sin til
In values :iho fell into his crms.
Torth

gym-naslu-

Cleveland Leader..

TO THE MOTHER

I

By Edgar Rice Burrouahs.

One Saturday afternoon a boy In
uniform came up to Chicago from
Camp Grant, on leave. It may be that
he was your b6y I do not know. He
was a stranger In Chicago. lie went
to a movie show and then he walked
the streets searching fcr something,
Jor anything to relieve the gnawing
ache of the homesickness Jn his heart.
He could not enter a snloon and to
'drink If Jie had so desire. for he was
la uniform; but there were othp?,
more alluring, deadlier forms of vice
that were not denied him. They offered him hui'nan companionship and

a substitute for lovehowever sordid
and mercenary a substitute It might
:be.

.

He stood on a street comer and
watched thousands pass, an never In
II his life before had he fe)
o alone
and lonely.
Then a woman accosted hiu. She
was a handsome,
woman,
and she awed the boy a little, so that
lie shuffled his feet, and stammered,
and blushed, but lie went with her.
They boarded a car together and went
to her home.Tie boy thojighMt quite
well-dresse- d

place ne naa ever
seen. The woman called a young girl
down from an upper floor. "This Is
my daughter," she said, as she In- troduced the boy, "and I want you to
come In here now jmd'meet my husband.
Our only son 13 In France.
There Is nothing that wo can do that
we would not do for any boy who
wenrs that uniform. The French mothers have been good to my boy, so, if'
fur no other reason, I could not do
less than be good to the boys of my
own country."
.. Thfv kept him for dinner that night.

the most beautiful

nnd nil night and all day Sunday until his train left for Rockford. He
went to the movies with them, and to
church, and for ñ .'utornobile rider
nnd now he goes there whenever he

Is on leave.

SupposeVnother sort of woman had
accosted him? and may be he was
your boy. You can do the same for
You can
some other boy iu uniform.
You can
open your home to him.
save him for his country as surely as
that other woman saved the boy Id
Chicago. And you can send him on
to France with a realization, based on
your actions rather than upon words,
that all America honors "the sacred
cloth" In which he marches forth ti
battle, and perhaps to die, for you nnd
yours and for me nnd mine. Association with these boys will elevate yon
nnd your daughters as much as It will
the boys, for while It keeps them fro
evil, It will Inspire yuu with the hig
Ideals which doralnnto the men of th
Natlonnl army.
The Interior of any omTof the big
orange packing houses In either Florida or Culifonjin shows a wonderfully

systematic arrangement for grading
end sizing the fruit. There are n
dozen different sizes of oranges nnd
50 automatic Is the grading that every
box of oranges comes out with every
orange almost the exact size of Its
companions.
The result Is oranges
which sell In the fur Eastern markets
as low ps one cent apiece from this
io f0 or CO cents a dozen. The only
things' which, must be left to human
Judgment Is the throwing out of culjs
imperfect, too ripe or too green
specimens.
Nowadays In both of the big orange
prowlng states the orange business is
divided into two distinct und'sepnrate
industries that of orange growing
nnd that of orange packing nnd shipping. The latter Is handled by cooperative associations nnd very few
oranges are packed nnd shipped direct
by the ornnge growers themselves.
The same conditions apply to lemons
nnd grapefruit.

ll

M.M.
Farris has gone to
Dawson and is. working there.
Mrs. Farris directs that his
be sent there in future as they
will live there this winter.
S--

A

A

Billious Attack

Wh?n you have a bilious a'.tack
ycur liver fails to perform its func
tons. You becorr.o constipated. The
food you eat ferments in your stomach ins'ead of digesting. This iniiam-ithe stomach and causes nausea,
vomiting end a terrible headache Take
three of Chamberlain's Tablets. They
will tone up your iiver, clean out your
ttomach and you will soon be as well
as ever. They enly cost a qunUr.
s

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fc, New Mexico
July 18 1018
Notice is hereby given that
Juanita Rodriguez of Wagon Mound
N.M. who on Oct. 5th 1914 made home
stead entry nt 021943, for
Section 20 Township 21 N. Range
21 E. N. A"
P.
Meridian,
has
filed notice of intention to make Three
year proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before Stanley
A. Foutz, U. S. Commissioner at WagAir Warrior's Predicament.
on
Mound, N. M., on the 6th day of
precedent
la
An accident, without
Sept, 191S
if arfare, occurred to a French bombing plane, nnd dentil was averted by a
Claimant names a3 witnesses:
feat of daring which will long be rePorfirio Duran,
Lauriano
Denial,
membered. The airplane was about to
Jose Vecere, Maxamillano Graham,
descend after a raid, when the pilot
all of Wagon Mound, N. M.
iiseovered thnt two of Ids bombs had
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
caught In the rigging below the car.
It was Impossible to land without exploding them und blowing the frail
iraft to fragments. The gasoline was
already running low and some desperI can loan you MONEY on yeur
ate expedient must be nttemptd within
the.next two seconds. While the pilot Final Receipt as well as on Pai
held his craft to nn even keel the pasnted or Deeded land. Come let
senger crawled from'hls seat to the
us
talk to you about your loan.
wing and thence to the rigging below.
with
the
The bombs must be released
J. E WILDMAN,
greatest delicacy to prevent their exLoan
and
Insurance AgerVcy,
ploding. Impossible as the feat seemROT, N.M.
ed, It was at last accomplished nnd Office at residence,
the passenger regained his seat lu
safety.
'

COMETO

OUR BANK,

1

Roy Trust& Savings Bank
J. A. Dunn directs us to send
N0TJCE OK PUBLICATION.
the S. A, reprularly to members of
nis iamny in ArKansaw. it is Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
easier and better than writing
July. 29, 1918
letters and he wants them to get Notice is
hereby given that
interested in this part of New Elmer T Mc

f

Mexico.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Clayton, N. M., July 2.!, 1918.
Notice is hereby given that Moyses
Belasquez ,
Albert , N. M.
of
who, on June 9, 1913, made Homestead
entry No. 016118, for
J
Seclr":
WJ-SE-

Sec. 19
Twp, 20N. R. 28E., N. M. P. M.,
Wi-NE-

i

has

NJ-SW-

SWJ-NW-

0--

1

July

24,

1918.

--

To Improve your Digestion

i,

notice of intention to maka final
Claimant names as witnesses:
year proof to establish clainrto
Wm. H. Hamilton
Chi's S. Waldron
the land abovii described, before F. H.
John U. Tobler
Hard R. Shrum
Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at his of7
Al! of Mcsqi'ero, New Mexico.
fice in Roy, N. M., on Sept, Bth, 1918.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ignacio L Vigil
Francisao Velasquez
Felix Sandoval
Pacomio Velasquez
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
all of Albert N M
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mex
July 29, 1918
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
Notice is hereby given that Jose E.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Anaja, of Mrsjuer), N, Mex, who on
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Keby. 1, 191P, made HE. No. 020071 for
filed
five

Notice is hereby given that Ollie D.
Williams, of Solano Mora County, N,
Date of first publication, July 27, 1918
M. , who, on Apii 5, 1915. made Home- second
Aug. 3 stead entry No 019754 for NWi.Sec.lO
- - - 10 third
Twp. 18 N., R. 27 E., N. M. P. Meri- - 17 fourth
dian, has filed notice of intention to
--c -- O
make final three year proof, to estabESTRAY:- - Cne bay mare 6 lish claim to the land above described,
years old, weight COO lbs, 14 befora F. H. Foster, U. S, Commishands, Branded BA. on left hip. sioner, at his office Hoy, N. M., on
,
Report to Bentura Sand ova', on Sept. 9, 1918.

Roy, N. M.

Daniel, of Mosquero, N M.
who on Oct. 31, 1914 and June 1. 1915,
made Homestead EntriesNo-02001- 8
nd
018713 for
Sec, 11, and
J:
Sec,14 and SWi-NWJ
and
Sec. 11 and
J
Sec. 14,
Twp 18N Range 29E.NMP Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three year proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
r H roster U S Commissioner at his
office at Roy, N. M., on Sept.llth 1913

Claimant name3 as witnesses:
A C Trujiljo,
John Beckman
F M Hu jhes C W Q Leatherman
'
all cf Sol ino N M
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register
.

SWi-NW-

NJ-S-

Section 33,
Township 18N.
Range 29E N.M.P,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year final proof to establish claim to the land above described
before W. H. Wiilcox.U.S. com, Roy
N M on the 10th day of Sept. 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Camilo Chivez
Eufracio Baca
Alonzo"C. de Baca
EB Galleffos.Jr.
New Mexico
All of Gallego?,
PAZ VALVERDE,
7
Register
andSWl-SW- L

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
"For jcars'my digestion was so
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
poor that I cou'd only eat tl)3 lightest
Improved Farm for Sale
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
foods
I tried everything that 1 heard
Ju'y 29 191H
of to get relief, but not until about a
For ninety days I will offer my Notice is hereby given that
year ago when I 'saw Chambet Iain's
at Liberty Sam Tlei of Roy New Mexico
Tablets adve''lised and got a bottle of farm of 320 acres
them did I find the light treatment. School 13 miles northeast of Roy who on January 2d 1915 mvJe Homestead Entry No 019114 for SE
Since takidj? them my digestion is fine" for $4, 200. 00, cash.
and NE1- - S;ction 2j Township 18
Mi'3. Blanche Bowers,
Indian?, Pa.
This farm is well improved has
R snjfe 23

K

N. M. P.

good new house of 6 rooms, good Meridian, has filed notice of intention
The Best Plaster
well and windmill, barn, all fenc- tomake three Year Proof, to establish
o
ed
and 160 acres under cultiva- claim to the land above described,
A piece of fiar.nel dampened
with
F. H. Foster U S Commissioner
Chamberlain's Lirjment ar.d bound on tion, Rural Free Delivery, and
'
over the seat of pain is ofie.i more telephone, 200 yards to School at Roy N. M. on Sept. 11 1918.
names
as
Claimant
witnesses:
effectual for a lame back than a plas
and church, Good young orchard,
A Waldo Morris
Flornce Wright
tcr and do?s not cost anything like as
A J Smith,
Dean Tyler,
of three acres with shade trees
much.
and windbreak. Good neighbor- All of Roy New Mexico
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
hood.
Apply to
o
8 31
L. A. CANON Roy N.M.
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
July 29, 1918
Notice is hereby given that
William L. Johnson of MilU New Mex
bo-fo- re

.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

vho.on Aug. 3 1915 made

The Roy Drug Store

Home.-tea-d

Entry No. 0203'9 for
NEJ-SEand NEJ, Section 1
Twp.2lN,
N. M. P.
Rane 25H,
M,, has filed notice of intention to
make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U.S. Commissioner
at Roy, New Mexico, on Sept.
Claimant names us witnesses:
A. P. Tulis
CB Coliman
Tom McGrath
Aren Meikie
7
All of Mills. New Mexico,
J

'

'

9--

PAZ VALVBRDE,

Register.

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and

Patent Medicines
Perodicals and Stationery

'

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
ROY,

N. Mex.

North of

Fifty-Thr- ee

BY BERTRAND W. SINCLAIR
I

I

(Copyright: Little, Brown

'

& Co.)

HAZEL ATONES FOR HER THOUGHTLESSNESS
ING A LUCKY

putting a stop to her activities with
Until the wound
shovel and pall.
lost Its soreness she was forced to be
Idle. So she rambled along the creek
one afternoon, armed with hook and
line on a pliant willow In search of
sport.
The trout were hungry, and struck
fiercely at the bait. She soon had
plenty for supper and breakfast.
Wherefore she abandoned that diver
slon and took to prying tentatively
In the lee of certain boulders on
edge of the creek prospecting on her
own Initiative, as It were. She had no
pan, and only one hand to work with,
but she knew gold when she saw it
and. after all. it was but an idle
method of killing time.
In this search she came upon a
large, rusty pebble, snuggled on the
downstream side of an overhanging
rock right at the water's edge. It at
tracted her first by Its symmetrical
form, a perfect oval; then, when she
lifted it. by its astonishing weight,
She continued her search for the p ikd
stones, carrying the rusty
Presently she worked
pebble along.
her way back to where Roaring Bill

BY MAK-

"STRIKE."

Ilazel Weir, a stenographer, living at Granville,
Ontario, is placed under a cloud by circumstances for which she la
entirely blameless. To escape from the groundless gossip that pursues
her, she secures a position as schoolteacher at Cariboo Meadows, In a
wild part of British Columbia. There, at a boarding house, ahe first
character of the country.
Bees "Roaring Bill" Wagstaff, a
Soon after her arrival Hazel loses her way while walking In the woods.
She wanders until night when she reaches "Roaring Bill's" camp Are
in the woods. lie promises to tuke her home In the morning, but she
is compelled to spend the night In the woods. After wandering In the
woods all the next day, "Roaring BUI" finally admits that he is taking
Hazel to his cabin In the mountains. Hazel finds uponthelr arrival at
the cabin that she cannot hope to escape from the wilderness before
spring. During the long winter "Roaring Bill" treats Hazel with the
greatest respect He tells her he loves her and tries to Induce her to
marry him, but she refuses. In the spring he takes her to Bella Coola,
where she can get'a boat to Vancouver. At Vancouver Hazel takes a
train for Granville, but on the way she realizes that she loves Wagstaff
and decided to return to him. "Roaring Bill" is overjoyed and together they travel to a Hudson bay post and are married. After
several months they decide to go farther Into the mountains to a spot
where BUI is confident there is gold. Arrived at their destination, Bill
builds a cabin and cuts sufficient hay to feed the horses till spring,
nazel allows sparks from the chimney to set fire to the stable, which is
burned with all the hay. To keep the animals from death by starvation, Bill is compelled to shoot them.
Synopsis-Mi-

ss

well-know- n

CHAPTER XII.
Jack Frost Withdraws.
All through the month of January
each evening, as dusk folded Its somber mantle about the meadow, the
wolves gathered to feast on the dead

horses, till Hazel's nerves were
strained to the snapping' point. Sometimes, when Bill was gone, and, all
about the cabin was utterly still, one,
holder or hungrier than his fellows,
would trot across the meadow, drawn
hy the scent of the meat. Two or
three of these Hazel shot with her
own rifle.

'

But when February marked another
span on the calendar the wolves came
no more. The bones were clean.
There was no Impending misfortune
nr danger that she could point to or
forecast with certitude. Nevertheless,
struggle against it as she might, knowing It for pure psychological phenomena arising out of her harsh environment, Hazel suffered continual vague
forebodings. . The bald, white peaks
neeraed to surround her like a prison
from which there could be no releíase.
From day to day she was harassed by
dismal thoughts. She would wake in
the night clutching at her husband.
Such days as he went out alone she
passed In restless anxiety. Something
would happen. What It would be she
did not know, but to her it seemed
that the bleak stage was set for un
toward drama, and they two the pup
pets thnt must play.
When Bill drew her up close in his
arms, the intangible menace of the
wilderness and all the dreary monotony of the days faded Into the background. But they, no more than others who have tried and failed for lack
of understanding, could not live their
lives with their heads In an emotlonnl
cloud. For every action there must
be a corresponding reaction. They
who have the capacity to reach the
heights must likewise, upon occasion,
plumb the depths. Life, she began to
realize, resolved itself into an unending succession of little, trivial things,
with here and there some great event
looming out above all the rest for its
bestowal of happiness or pnln.
February and March stormed a path
furiously across the calendar. Higher
and higher the drifts piled about the
cabin, till tot length It was banked to
the eaves with snow save where Bill
shoveled it away to let light to the
Day after day they kept
windows.
Indoors, stoking up the fire, listening
to the triumphant whoop of the winds.
"Snow, snow!" Hazel burst out one
day.
"Frost that cuts you like a
knife. I wish we were home again or
some place."
"So do I, little person," Bill said
gently.
"But spring's almost at the
door. Hang on a little longer. We've
made a fair stake, anyway, if we don't
wash an ounce of gold."
"How are we going to get It all out?"
She voiced a troublesome thought.
"Shoulder pack to the Skuena," he
answered laconically. "Build a dugout
there, and float downstream. Portage
the rapids as they come."
"Oh, Bill 1" She came and leaned
her head against hlra contritely. "Our
poor ponies I And it was all my carelessness."
"Never

mind,

hon,.he

Ish-re-

labored prodigiously.
"Look at these pretty stones
found," she said. "What are they,
Bill?"
"Those?"
He looked at her out

size to the bigvarying from
ness of a grain of wheat
"That's the stuff," Bill murmured
"It looks as If we'd struck It pretty
fair. It's time, too the June rise will
hit us like a whirlwind one of these
days."
"About what Is the value of those
little pieces?" Hazel asked.
"Oh, fifty or sixty cents," be an
swered. "Not much by Itself. But it
seems to be uniform over the bar
and I can wash a good many pans In
a day's work."
i should think so." she remarked,
"It didn't take you ten minutes to do
that one."
"White y Lewis and I took out over
two hundred dollars a day on that
other creek last spring no, a year last
spring, It was," he observed remlnls-centl- y.
This Isn't as good, but It's not
to be sneezed at either. I think I'll
make me a rocker."
"I can help, can't IT she said ea- eerlv.
"Sure," he Bmil. Ton help a lot
little person, Just sitting around and

comforted.

They blinked out without suffering.
And we'll make It like a charm. Be
game It'll soon be spring."
By April the twentieth the abdication of Jack Frost was complete.
A
kindlier despot ruled the land, and Bill
WagstufI began to talk of gold.
. .

that precious yellow metal sought

by men
In regions desolate.
Pursued in patient hope or furious
ton;
Breeder of discord, wars, and murder
ous hate;
The victor's spolL i

So Hazel quoted, leaning over her
husband's shoulder. In the bottom of
his pan, shining among a film of black
sand, lay half a dozen bright specks,

gold I"

"Ld

well-line-

this creek."
"There might, but It Isn't likely."
Bill shook his head. "This Is a simon-purpocket, nnd It would keep a grad
uate mineralogist guessing to' say how
It got here, because It's a different
proposition from the wash gold In the
creek bed. It's rich placer ground,
nt that but this pocket's almost un
believable.
Must be forty pounds of
gold there. And you found it. You're
the original mascot, little person."
ne bestowed a bearlike hug upon

la the Bottom of His Fan Lay Half a
Dozen Bright Specks.

"Oh Bill," Hazel Called from the Bow.

"Lookl"
shoot to the Skeena. I don't think It's
more than fifty or sixty miles to where
we can take to the water."
They made better time on the west
ern slope, but the Journey became a
matter of sheer endurance. Food was
scanty flour and salt and tea; with
way. And
meat and fish got
tho black flies and mosquitoes
swarmed about them maddeningly day
and night
So they came at last to the Skeena,
and Hazel's heart misgave her when
she took note of Its swirling reaches,
the sinuous eddies a deep, swift
treacherous stream. But BUI rested
overnight, and In the morning sought
and felled a sizable cedar, and began
to hew. Slowly the thick trunk
shaped Itself to the form of a boat
under the steady swing of his ax.
In a week It was finished. They
loaded the sack of gold, the bundle of
furs, their meager camp outfit amid
ships, and swung off Into the stream.
The Skeena drops fifteen hundred
feet In a hundred miles. Wherefore
there are rapids, boiling stretches of
white water In which many a good
canoe has come to grief. Some of
these they ran at Imminent peril. Over
the worst they lined the canoe from
the bank. And in the second week
of July they brought up at the head
o Klsplox Canon. Hazelton lay a few
miles below. But the Klsplox stayed
them, a sluice box cut through old
stone, in which the waters raged with
a deafening roar. No man ventured
into that wild gorge. They abandoned
the dugout. BUI slung the sack of
gold and the bale of furs on his back.
"It's the last lap, Hazel," said he,
"We'll leave the rest of It for the first
Slwash that happens along."
So they set out bravely to trudge
the remaining distance. And as the
fortunes of the trail sometimes be- falL they raised an Indian camp on
the bank of the river-a-t the mouth of
bill made
the canon. A
them possessors of another canoe, and
nn hour later the roofs of Hazelton
cropped up above the bank.
"Oh, BUI," Hazel called from the
bow. "Lookl There's the same oia
steamer tied to the same old bank
We've been gone a year, and yet the
world hasn't changed a mite. 1 won
der If Hazelton has taken a Rip van
Winkle sleep all this time?"
"No fear," he smiled. "I can see
some new houses quite a few, in fact
And look by Jimlnyl They're working on the grade. That railroad, re
by-th-

ten-doll-

her.
"Now what?" she asked. "It hardly
seems real to pick up several thou
sand dollars in half an hour or so like
this. What will we do?"
member?"
"Do? Why, bless your dear soul,"
He drove the canoe alongside a float,
he laughed. "We'll Just consider our A few loungers viewed them with
selves extra lucky, and keep right on frank curiosity. Bill et out the treaswith the game till the 'high water ure sack and the bale of furs, and tied
makes us quit."
the canoe.
Which was a contingency nearer nt
"A new hotel, by Jove I" he re
marked, when upon gaining the level
d
hand than even BUI, with a
y
building
knowledge of the North's vagaries In of the town a new
blazoned with a huge sign its tunc
the way of flood, quite anticipated.
Three days after the finding of the tlon as a hostelry. "Getting quite
pocket the whole floor of the creek metropolitan In this neck of the woods.
was awash. His rocker went down- Say, little person, do you think you
stream overnight
When BUI saw can relish a square meal? Planked
that he rolled himself a cigarette, end, steak and lobster salad huh? I won
putting one long arm across his wife's der If they could rustle a salad in this
shoulders, said whimsically:
man's town? Say, do you know I'm
"What d'you say we start home?"
Just beginning to find out how hungry
Aren't you,
I am for the flesh-potCHAPTER XIII.
:
hon?"
She was; frankly so. For long,
The 8tress of the Trail.
monotonous
months she had been
Roaring Bill dumped his second pack struggling against just such cravings,
on the summit of the Klappan, and impossible of realization, and therelooked away to where the valley that fore all the more tantalizing. She had
opened out of the baalu showed Its been a year la the wilderness, and
first-han-

make a respectable showing on Hazel's
outspread handkerchief. And jl&zel
was In a gleeful mood over the fact
that she had unearthed a big nugget
by herself. Beginner's luck, Bill said
teaslngly, but that did not diminish

her elation.
As the days passed there seemed no
question of their complete success.
Bill fabricated his rocker, a primitive,
boxlike device with a blanket screen
and transverse slats below. It was
faster than the pan, even rude as it
was, and it caught all but the finer
particles of gold.
A queer twist of luck put the
on their undertaking. Hazel ran
a spUntar of wood into her hand, thus

cap-she- af

ET
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d

America.

Cows, fat, good to choice
"That's a good place to stow this Cows! fair to good...
bullion," he remarked. "I want to get Cows, common to fair....
buus
It off my hands."
Feeders, good to choice...
to good
So to the bank they bent tneir steps, Feeders, fair
good to choice..
Stockers,
Stockers,
Stockers,

Englishman
solemn, horse-face- d
weighed the gold, and Issued BUI a re-

ceipt, expressing a polite regret that
luck of facility to determine Its fineness prevented him from converting it
Into cash.
"That means a trip to Vancouver,
BUI remarked outside. "Well, we can
stand that."
From the bank they went to tne
hotel, registered, and were shown to
a room. For the first time since we
summit of the Klappan Range, where
her tiny hand glass had suffered disaster, Hazel was permitted a clear
view of herself In a mirror.
"I'm a perfect fright I" she mournea.
"Huh!" Bill grunted. "You're all

fair to good....
medium to fair..
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Good hogs

$???
H

Lambs
Ewes
Yearlings

12.764
12.50Í

Wethers

MARKET.
Price,
Carload
F. O. B Denver,
Hay.
HAY AND GRAIN

Prices.

Buying;

Colorado Upland, per ton. .$1.OO017.OO
Nebraska Upland, per ton. 16.OO01.OO
Pr&irla Huv. (Afilorado and
Nebraska, per ton
K.OOij
Timothy, per ton
14 004
Alfalfa, per ton
.
.
18.003
South Parle, nar ton
Gunnison Valley, per ton..l7.00j
Straw, per ton
Grain.
right Look at me."
Oats, Nebraska, 100 lbs., buying. .$2.60
The trail had dealt hardly witn noin, Colorado oats, bulk, buying
J 0
J.8&
in the matter of their personal appear Corn chop, sack, selling
Corn In sack, selling
ance. Tanned to an abiding brown, Qluten feed, sacked, selling
e
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling. l.$3V
they were, and Hazel's
Flour.
fly
bites Hungarian
with
spotted
was
smooth face
Patent, 98 lbs., sacked
subject to discount'.
and marked with certain scratches
48 lbs., sacked, subject
suffered In the brush as they skirted Hungarian,
1.81
to discount
its
lost
had
hair
Klsplox.
Her
the
POULTRY.
arrange
of
sleek, glossy smoothness
ment Her hands were reddened ana
Dressed Poultry.
The following prices on Uve poultry
rough. But chiefly she was concerned
net F .O. tí. Denver:
with the sad state of her apparel, ane are
80
082
Turkeys, fancy d. p
fa' 16
24
had come a matter of four hundred Turkeys, old toms
20
Turkeys,
miles In the clothes on her back and Hens, lb choice
27
they bore unequivocal evidence of the Ducks, young
28
Geese
Journey.
Roosters
...It

......

'

"I'm a perfect fright," she repeated
Live Poultry.
pettishly. "One's manners, morals,
lb
clothing, and complexion ail suner Roosters,
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over...
from too close contact with your be Hens

size."

"It is, woman," he declaimed, with
mock solemnity.
"Gold
glittering
gold I
"Say, where did you find this?" he
keenlnir me company."
"But I wnnt to work," she declared. asked when Hazel stared at the nug
'Tve sat around now till Tm getting get, dumb in the face of this unex
pected stroke of fortune.
the fldeets."
"All right; I'll give yon a Job," he
"Just around the second bend," she
"Meontlme, cried.
returned
"Oh, Bill, do you suppose
let's eat that lunch you packed up thers any more there?"
here."
me to it with my trusty pan
In a branch of the creek which and shovel, and we'll see," BUI smiled,
flowed down through the basin, Bill
Forthwith they set out The over
had found plentiful colors as soon as hanging boulder was a scant ten min
fallen,
the first big run-of- t of water had
utes' walk up the creek.
He had followed upstream painstakWithin five minutes his fingers
ingly, panning colors always, and now brought to light a second lump, double
gold
coarse
and then a few grains of
the size of her find. Close upon that
to encourage him in the quest. The he winnowed a third. Hazel leaned
loss of their horses precluded ranging over him, breathless.
At last he
far afield to that other glacial stream reached bottom. The boulder thrust
Whltey
worked
with
which he had
out below in a natural shelf. From
Lewis when he was a free lance In the
this Bill carefully scraped the accumu
North. He was close to his base of
laiion of black sand and gravel, glean
supplies, and he had made wages
lng as a result of his labor a baker's
of
prospector's
lure
always
with
the
one giant
dozen of assorted chunks
a rich' strike on the next bar.
that must have weighed three pounds,
said he, when
. "In the morning,"
He sat back on his haunches, and
lunch was over, "I'll bring along the ax
looked nt his wife, speechless.
get
shovel,
and
and some nails and a
"Is that truly all gold, Bill?" she
busy."
whispered incredulously.
That night they trudged down to the
"It certainly Is as good gold as ever
cabin in high spirits. BUI had washed
went
into the mint," he assured. "All
to
out enough during the afternoon
laid in a nice little nest on this shelf
of rock. That's a realr honest pocket
d
one, If you ask me."
And a
"My goodness I" she murmured,
'There might be wagonloads of It In

-

,

stretched palm. "Garnets."
"Garnets? They must be yaluable
then," she observed.
Tes, If you can find any of any
size. What's the other rock?" be in
quired cnsually. "You making a collection of specimens?"
"That's Just a funny stone I found,'
she returned. "It must be Iron or
something. It's terribly heavy for Its
"Eh? Let me see It" he said.
She handed It over.
He weighed It In his palm, scrutlnlzed It closely, turning It over nnd
over. Then he took out his knife and
scratched the rusty surface vigorously
for a few minutes.
"Huh I" he grunted. "Look at your
funny stone.
He held It out for her Inspection,
The blade of the knife had left a dull
yellow scar.
"Why It's
"Ohl" she gasped.

the wilderness had not only lost Its
glamor, but had become a thing to
flee from. She bestowed a glad pressure on her husband's arm as they
walked up the street Bill carrying the
sack of gold perched carelessly on one
QUOTATIONS
shoulder.
"Say. their enterprise has gone the
Newpptr Union News Service.
length of "establishing a branch bank Western
DENVER MARKET,
here, I see."
rattle
Ha called her attention to a squarewalls Fat steers, grassera, choice 16.6O0H.25
footed edifice, Its
rasaseis, good
as yet guiltless of paint, except wnere
14.001S.25
a row of blnck letters set forth that
fair
i, gr'assers,
13. 00014.00
Norm
British
of
It was the Bank
to rood
00012.00

one-tim-

-

pln-pol-
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blurred hollow In the distance. But
he uttered no useless regrets. With
horses they could have ridden south
through a rolling country, where every
stretch of timber, gave on a graBs- grown level Instead they were forced
back over the rugged route by which
they had crossed the range the sum
mer before. Grub, bedding, furs and
gold totaled two hundred pounds. On
his sturdy shoulders BUI could pack
half that weight. For his wife the
thing was a physical Impossibility,
even had he permitted her to try.
Hence every mile advanced meant that
he doubled the distance, relaying from
one camp to the next. They cut their
bedding to a blanket apiece, and that
was Hazel's load all he would allow
her to carry.
"You're no pack mule, little person,"
he would say. "It don't hurt me. I've
done this for years."
But even . with abnormal strength
nnd endurance, it was killing work to
buck those ragged slopes with a heavy
load. Only by terrible, unremitting effort could he advance any appreciable
distance. They were footsore, and
their bodies ached with weariness that
verged on pain when they gnlned the
pass that cut the summit of the Klappan range.
"Well, we're over the hump," Bill re
marked thankfully. "It's a downhill

two-stor-

s.

.

loved North. Bill."

Ducks, young

"Thanks I" he returned shortly.
suppose Tm a perfect fright too. Long
hair, whiskers, grimy, calloused bands,
and all the rest of It A shave and a
hair cut, a bath and a new suit of
clothes will remedy that But I'U be
the same personality In every essential
quality that I was when I sweated
over the Klappan with a hundred
pounds on my back."
"I hope so," she retorted. "I don't
require the shave, thank goodness, but
I certainly need a bath and clothes.
I wish I had the gray suit that's probably getting all moldy and moth-eate- n
at the Pine River cabin. I wonder if
I can get anything fit to wear here?"
"Women live here," Bill returned
quietly, "and I suppose the stores supply 'em with duds. Unlimber that
bank roll of yours, and do some shopping."
She sat on the edge of the bed, regarding her reflection In the mirror
with extreme disfavor. BUI fingered
his thick stubble of a beard for a
thoughtful minute. Then he sat down
beside her.
"What's a mollah, hon?" he wheedled. "What makes you such a crosser
patch all at once?"
"Oh, I don't know," she answered
dolefully. "I'm tired and hungry, and
I look a fright and oh, Just everything."
"Tut rutl" he remonstrated
"That's Just mood again.
We're out of the woods, literally and
figuratively.
If you're hungry, let's go
and see what we can make this hotel
produce In the way of grub, before
we do anything else."
"I wouldn't go Into their dining-roolooking like this for the world,"
she said decisively.
"All right; you go shopping, then,"
he proposed, "while I take these furs
up to old Hack's place and turn them
Into money. Then we'll dress, and
make this hotel feed us the best
they've got. Cheer up. Maybe It was
tough on you to slice a year out of
your life and leave it in a country
where there's nothing but woods and
eternal silence but we've got- - around
twenty thousand dollars to show for
it, Hazel. And one can't get something for nothing. There's a price
mark on it somewhere, always. Be
my good little pal and see If you can't
make one of these stores dig up a
white waist and a black skirt, like you
had on the first time I saw you."
He kissed her, and went quickly out
And after a long time of sober staring
at her image in the glass Hazel shook
herself impatiently.
"I'm a silly, selfish, incompetent little beast," she whispered. "B1U ought
to thump me, instead of being kind.
I can't do anything, and I don't know
much, and I'm a scarecrow for looks
right now. And I started out to be a
real partner."

Geese
Broilers, 1H to

m

Bill suddenly realizes that
Hazel Is tired of the wilderness
and he decides on a move that Is
to have a big effect on their
later lives. A hint of what Is to
come is given In the next

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

"Doctoring"

Heliotrope.

The delicate heliotrope is scarce and
unprofitable to the perfumer. He detects in Its odor, however, the aroma
of vanlla combined with the sharper
scent of bitter almonds. Therefore, he
adds to a tincture of vanlla a small
quantity of the otto of bitter almonds
and rose and orange flower essence,
and thus easily makes extract of

.10
.28
.22
.2a
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Eggs, graded No.
B. Denver
Eggs, graded No.
it. Denver
Creameries, ex.
Creameries, 2d
Process . .
Packing stock

22
32

lbs
1

net, F. O.

2

net, F. O.

Butter.
1st grade, lb.
grade, lb

012
2
025
027
80
024
082
I

it
4

42
82
82

O 40

02$

Fruit.

Apples, Colo., box
merries, col., pie,
Currants, crate, pt
Gooseberries, crate
Loganberries, crate
Peaches, crate
Raspberries, crate

zt-q-

125

cri.

i.

........

i.mu3.00
2.60

4.0004.50
1.0001.65
$3.26

0i.tf

Vegetables.
16
12VÍO
Asparagus, lb
12.00
Beans, navy, cwt
1.50
Beans, pinto, cwt
It
Beans, lima, lb
10
Beans, green, lb
08
.
Wax beans
80
Beets. Colo., dos. bunches
2.60
Beets, new, cwt
2.00(9
2.75
Cabbage, new Colo
Carrots, dos. bunches
300 36
4.00
Carrots, cwt
16
. 109
Cauliflower, lb
40
60
Celery, homegrown, dos..
11.
1.00
H.,
Cucumbers,
dos... 760 (0
Lettuce, head
600
35
250
Lettuce, curly, dos
30
263
Onions, table, doz.
Onions, cwt
8.000 3.60
15
Parsley, dos
Peas, Colo., lb
12K0 15
new,
cwt
Potatoes,
3.000 $.66
85
Radishes, long, hothouse. 300
Radishes, round
160 25
07
Hplnaoh, lb
15
Tomatoes, homegrown, lb.
$.00
Turnips, cwt
Turnips, Colo., dos. bunch ISO $0

to

......

MARKETS,

MISCELLANEOUS

Prices Quoted for Metala.
New York. Bar sliver, 99 Ho.
Copper $26.62 Vs.
Lead-$8.- 06.

St. Louis. Spelter $8.0008. 12tt.
Colo. Tungsten
concenBoulder,
trates, 60 per cent, $20.00022.60 per
unit; 25 per cent, $12.00012.60; 10 per
cent, $9.40012.20.

East

Duluth, Minn.

Linseed.
Linseed

$4.65.

Chicago Live Stock Quotations.
Chicago. Hogs
Butchers, $19.000
19.56;
light, $19.20019.60; packers,
$18.00018.90; rough, $17.60017.90; bulk
of sales, $18.25019.60; pigs, good and
choice, $18.00018.76.
Cattle Beef cattle: Good, choice and
prime, $17.60018.75; common and medium, $10.60010.70.
Butcher stock:
Cows and heifers, $7.60014.25. Can-neand outters, $6.5007.60. Stockers
and feeders: Good, choice and fancy,
$10.00013.00;
Inferior, common, and
medium, $7.76010.00- veal calves, good
and choice, $16.60017.00.
Sheep Lambs, choice and prime,
$17.25017.90; medium nnd good, $16 60
017.26; culls, $12.00014.00.
Ewes:
Choice and prime, $13.26018.(5; medium and good, $11.000.18.25:
culls.
$4.5009.50.
rs

-

Chicago Grain and Provision Prices.

Chicago. Corn No. 8 yellow, $1.78
No. 4 yellow, $1.65; No. 4 white, $1.76
1.77; No. 2 yellow, $1.66; No. 2 mixed,
$1.69.
Oats No. 8 white, old, 7374Hc;
new, 72073c: standard, old, 73K0

74c;
Rye

new, 7214i78c.
No. 2, $1.63.
Barley $1.0001.10.
Timothy $6.0008.50.

Ird

$26.67.

Ribs $24.25024.87. '
Wheat No. 2 hard, $2.1402.1H.

Price of Sugar,
Sugar
York.
Centrifugal.
Cut loaf, 9.00; crushed, 8 75;
A,
8.00;
cubes, 8.25; XXXX pow- mould
aereu, i.tv; puwuereu, i.od; line gran- uiaiea ana aiamona a, i.ou: confectlon- era' A, 7.40; No. 1, 7.35.
New
6.065.

HIDES. AND PELTS.
Pound.
Flint, butcher, lb
80a
Flint, fallen, lb
jso
Flint, bull and stag, lb....
ig0
Flint, culls and glue, lb
16c
20if)22o
Salt hides
to
Horse hides,
price of green salt.
Green Salted, Cured Hides.
Over 40 lbs., lb.,
12018o
Under 60 lbs., lb
12018o
Glue hides and skins, lb
loo
Bulls and stags,
9010c
Part cured, lb.
i0 less
Green, 2o lb. less than cured.
Dry Flint Pelts.
Wool pelts, lb
44047o
Short wool pelts
39040o
Butcher shearlings, No. 1, lb. .
27o
No. 2 Murrain shearings, lb....
lio
Bucks, saddles and pieces at valu
one-ha-

lf

two-thir-

lb............
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New Styles Out

HOW FARM FOLKS

of Old Fabrics
New York. Porta ia never handicapped In creating fashlona by the
actions of other designers. That ia
why she is powerful. America haa al- waya suffered under thla handicap because she has followed Paris, asserts

a prominent fashion authority.
haa never been Inclined

She

to risk the
exploitation of fabrica, fashlona and
colorings that were not sponsored by

the mother of fashlona.
It la said of us that we acknowledge
the best In every nation and bring it
to our shores. We know the best in
every department of art, science and
literature. If we are compelled to put
our knowledge to practical use, we at
least have the best to go on. We are
not Ignorant.
, The time haa come for this experiment, aa we all know, and the observer
thinks that a few medals of honor
should be distributed to those who
have gone "over the top" In designing
clothes In thia country. It took great
commercial courage and It required a
sound knowledge of the American
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THE WAR

Little Stories From Real Life
Illustrating How They Back
Up Uncle Sam.

one-tim- e

hospital," unknown, alone, unloved?
He was an old man, a victim of adversity, forgotten by the acquaintances
of his prosperity. The authorities were
about to consign the body to the potters' field when they found In his pocket a Liberty bond for $50 and a certificate of a fraternal lodge to which
he had once belonged. That society
was notified and gave him a Christian
burial, the undertaker and cemetery
accepting the bond In payment for
coffin and lot.
'

What France Did America Does.
Here are two anecdotes which accentuate the point They happened a
dozen years apart Mme. Paquln saw
several bolts of checked silk in a man
ufacturer's bands. Neither the weave,
the coloring nor the design was In
fashion, to quote her own phrase. The
manufacturer complained that he had
no call for this quantity of material
and that he would sell it for about
a franc and a half a yard. Mme. Pa
quia took It all, went to her salons
on the Rue de la Palx, turned the
cheap check silk into an alluring frock
of her own design, and then wore It
at Trouvllle-by-the-SeShe made the
frock, the design, the color and the
fabric fashionable. Everyone wanted
K
ll
to wear what she wore. She sold
every Inch of the material at a price
that brought her unmeasured profit
on the transaction.
Last month an American designer
was looking over the stock of a lace
Importer.
"Nothing new," said the
Importer.
"Here I am held up with
about fifty Spanish lace scarfs which
I bought at a venture, thinking I could
distribute them In the trade in America, but no one took them. The one
answer was that they are not in
fashion."
The designer sold that if the Importer would give him one he would
turn it into a gown that would sell
all the other scarfs, on condition that
he received a commission on their sale.
The bargain waa closed. The gown
was designed.
It sold Immediately.
It was copied so fast that the other
49 scarfs melted away like flakes of
soap In hot water. Spanish lace waa
offered aa a first fashion.
That Is a good example of the Here's a blue serge coat split up the
back to make commonplace blue
change that has come over the Ameriserge less Insignificant There Is a
can merchant and the American de- long cuirass of colored embroidery
on blue tricot, and the coat Is
slashed to a deep V back and front
to display the vivid undergarment

if 1

'

IP

yoke with short sleeves which was
braided with white cord in a fantastic
design. At the side of the waist was
a deep pink satin rose with green velvet leaves. The slippers and stockings were green. There was nothing
demure nbout this black taffeta gown.
Treat Blue Serge In Various Ways.
Blue serge Is a fabric that will al
ways be with us, aa far as the manufacturers and the war board can look

ahead.

It

signer, We no longer have to ask
what is the fashion, but are probably
enabled to make the fashion for our
own continent
Management of Black Taffeta.
It la easy to realize that taffeta has
come Into a first summer fashion, although the popular mind does not regard It as one of the lovely weaves
of the world, because it is plentiful.
There Is no trouble about getting all
the taffeta one wants, and it Is best
that we model our wardrobes for the
near future on the materials that can
be bought In this country in sufficient
quantity to correspond to our needs.
Much can be done with this material that will result in a gown out of
the ordinary and conspicuous fori

HELP

charm and cleverness. If you could
have seen a woman who came into a
restaurant for dinner wearing a certain black taffeta gown, you would
have been convinced in the twinkling
of an eye that the fabric matters noth LIBERTY BONDS TEACHTKRIFT
ing If the designer .has cleverness.
une BKirt waa made of narrow
ruffles that extended from' waist to Encourage Saving Habit In Those
Before-G- reat
ankles, each ruffle edged with a white
Who Never Saved
silk cord. The hem waa excessively
Crisis Demands the
narrow. The foundation for these
Best From All of Us.
ruffles fitted the figure like a sheath,
- By
There was a bodice, straight and sim
HERBERT MYRICK.
ple, and the major part of It was a President of the National Farm Power
Group ot Afrlcultural Paper.
Did you read that item in the news
papers the other day, of a
distinguished and prosperous citizen
of Chicago who died suddenly in the

public.

One of the new black taffeta gowns
that Is far from commonplace. The
skirt Is a series of small ruffles
edged with white silk cord and cut
In peg-to- p
fashion. The slim bodice
Is mounted on a yoke of taffeta
braided with white cord, and the
short sleeves are cut In one with the
yoke. There Is a pink rose with
green leaves at the waist, and there
are green shoes and stockings.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

usually midnight blue, and,
given a few yards of It in this color,
the designers do not want to sit down
and turn it out Into Insignificant
frocks and Inconspicuous suits.
A woman who came to a "defense"
luncheon one day wore a blue serge
gown that was the product of a clever
designer and It surely turned our
Ideas about suits topsy-turvThe coat was split up the back as
well as the front. It was worn over a
long cuirass blouse, the kind that
gains In importance every day. The
blouse was made of a richly embroid
ered tricot in blue, black and dashes
of dull red. It did not cling tightly to
the figure, but outlined it more than
usual. Over it hung the loose blue
serge coat, opening in a deep V in the
middle of the front and the black. It
was closed at the neckline and had a
collar of the serge. There was a loose
belt of the material, and the skirt
was exceedingly narrow and short
By the way, it is wise for any worn
an who orders a new suit today to see
that the skirt has a sizeable hem, for
the new order to the shoemakers,
given by the government, which demands low shoes for the duration of
the war, may change the skirt length.
I doubt it The length may be
changed, but It will not be because of
the low shoes, for gaiters, which are
made of fabric, may be as high as
desired, and women prefer them to
Is

high boots. We may also adppt the French fashion of wearing serviceable Oxford ties
with straight heels and rounded toes.
The bootmakers say they have more
orders for these today than ever. With
such shoes the average woman does
not care whether her skirt is eight
or ten Inches from the ground, unless
she is given to suffering from exposed
ankles.
(Copyright, 1918, by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)

Foulard in large
yery fashionable.
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Jamie, We Salute You
A good man

and true

Is

I

Jamie Bliss,

age five years, who lives with mamma
and papa on a farm near Eau Claire,
Wis. Jamie had heard all the discussion about Liberty bonds and Thrift
stamps, and, not yet being established
In business for himself, was puszled
a little to know how such a little boy
could have a part in this great undertaking. At the same time he learned how sorely our fighting men need
wool and the great Idea came to him.
Without consulting anyone, Jamie
started about the farm harvesting
from hedges and wire fences the little
wisps of wool left there as his fother's
sheep pastured.
As a result of his
expedition Jamie came Into the house
with his pockets and Inside of his
waist bulging with wool. Mamma
Bliss was somewhat astonished when
he explained that he was gathering
wool to sell so he could buy Thrift
stamps, but being a wise mother, she
saw the point quickly.
Since then Honorable Jamie, wool
gatherer to Uncle Sam, makes daily excursions Into the sheep pasture. Already his wool has purchased two
$5 War Savings stamps and a good
start toward another one. This, folks,
Is something which was not taught
out of a book, but It is a sample of
the patriotic citizenship now growing
up, ready to stand at the helm a few
decades hence.
Becoming a Bondholder.
Among my friends for years Is a
farmer with wife and
several children. - He never seemed
to quite "get there." Though he worked hard, he Just lacked the knack of
getting a bit ahead. During the past
year he seemed to have prospered.
When I saw blm last week he said:
"It's this way: I subscribed
$50 for a Liberty bond last year,
and simply had to pay for It. r
did so by paying In every dollar I
could spare, Instead of spending money
for things we could Just as well do
without. It Is curious how one accumu
lates if they go at it that way.
"I see now that one reason why I
never saved any money was because
I didn't have anything like this to take
my cash a little at a time. I used to
think that I would begin saving when
I had my bills paid and $25 to the
good, bu: I have discovered at this late
date that the way to do It is to save a
little at a time and put it by as you
get It. I have been surprised to find
that the same is true of so many other
farmers, especially renters. What
they have put Into the Liberty bond Is
money ' that would
have slipped
through their fingers. They would have
nothing to show for it, whereas now
they have got a bond earning good
Interest, while their money Is helping
My first bond is
to lick the knlser.
now paid in full and I am beginning
to save up my subscription to the
fourth Liberty bond."
This reminds me of still another
case where tho boys and girls have
earned and saved along with their
parents until their subscription for
each of the three Liberty loans are
now paid up. They did not see how
they could raise the money for their
first subscription, but their second was
double that, and the third was still
larger. The oldest boy was taken by
the draft, which mnde the family all
the more determined.
The mother
Is saving her egg money, ench of the
children has a bit of a garden from
which they are selling stuff, one of
the girls Is a member, of the pig club,
and the oldest boy still at home has
quarter of an acre of onions that
promises a splendid crop.
The father Is harvesting a heavy crop of
hard-workin- g

LIBERTY BOND IN FIRE
Mixed With Newspapers It Was Used
for Kindling.
Mrs. Charles Stoeckel of Georgetown, Del., found It rather cool and
dnmp one day recently and decided to
kindle a little wood fire In one of her
She used an old newspaper
stoves.
or two picked up from the center
table, to start the wood. Among the
papers was a $50 Liberty bond, which
niirMinsprt at the
hor hnshnnrl hnñ

,iit

wheat, and lost spring made up his
mind to devote not less than one third
of the proceeds to the war. This one
family is planning to subscribe $1,000
for the fourth Liberty loan, and If
all goes well, will be able to pay
down nearly half the amount.
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A Horde of Huns

at Your Door.
know what they would do to
you and your women a fate far worse
than death. You know how Huns have
laid bare the countryside they have
conquered no animal or plant allowed to survive, even trees and vines
cut off close to the ground.
Rural
homes demolished, barns burned. ,
Ton know how the Boches enslave
the farmers of Belgium, Poland, the
Ukraine.
Words cannot depict the
horror of It.
To prevent the same thing happen
Ing right here to you and your inn
lly, to your own community,
state
and nation that Is what our boys are
ngnting ror -- over mere.
It Is a question of right over might!
Shall liberty be destroyed by slavery?
This Is the question the war Is to an'
swer for you and me and for genera
tlons yet unborn.
This flnnl struggle for the survival
of the fittest among humnns demands
every ounce of our energy, every cent
of our money. Noble men nnd worn
en are patriotically devoting some or
all of their time, without money and
without price, to help Unele Sam win
a victory. Others are giving produce
or money to the good cause. Millions
of our healthiest young men, the very
seed of the race, are sacrificing their
lives that you and I and others may
live In peace.
The very least that ench of us can
do now Is to lend our money to Uncle
Sam so that he will have the funds
with which to fight. The war Is cost
ing billions.
The only way the gov
ernment can get the money Is to borrow it from the people or tax It out
of them. The more the public lends
to the government, the less taxes It
will have to pay.
You can help In this crisis by suh
scribing to the fourth Liberty loan
These government bonds are the safest
They are abso
Investment on earth.
lutely good. They yield good Interest.
You enn get your Interest money twice
a year. If you have to use your prlfr
clpal, you can sell your bond any min
ute, or you can use It as security at
the bank to borrow for temporary
wants.
The latter Is the better way,
because It doesn't help the government
any for you to sell your bond or for
somebody else to buy your bond. Get
your bond direct from the government ;
then your money goes direct to the
government and will be used by It to
pay the wages of soldiers and sailors
and to furnish the ships and munitions
with which they shall win the victory.
Must Do Our Best
It Is up to each of us to do not our
bit but our best. It's a question of
life or death. Simplify, economize, go
without things, so that the effort, time,
thought and money thus saved may be
transmuted Into the things that shall
enable the American flag to fly over
Berlin a symbol of the new civilization which Is to Insure peace through
victory
In onr rural homes, on our farms, In
the trenches, In other branches of serv
ice, In subscriptions to the Liberty
bonds and War stamps, our American
farmers have repeatedly gone over the
top.
Their efforts, their patriotism,
their loyalty, have been universally
Now In this fourth Lib
recognized.
erty loan our rural folks will show
the same generous confidence In the
iternnl principles of human liberty and
of self government that were championed by those Middlesex farmers:
"Their flags to April breeze unfurled.
Who fired the shot heard 'round the
world."
Von

GOES WOOING IN AN AIRSHIP

Tempting veal loaf
Is

than Libby's savory
Veal Loaf I Prettily garnished
It makes a dainty yet
and one all
dish
ready to put on the tablet
sub--stanr-

Sub-

i

lal

Order Libby's Veal Loaf today.
You will want it always on
your shelves for quick luncheons for unexpected guests.
libby,

MTNeill

Libby, Chicago

This After You Eat

Do

Hot Weather "Out of Fix" Stomachs
Easily Put Right
When hot weather comes, stomach
Dowel miseries begin,
strong,
sound stomachs as well aa weak ones
are easily affected by the harmful
gaBes and acids so often produced in
the things we eat and drink during
hot weather. Winter Nature's icebox, is gone hot weather breeds
the poisonous germs that cause Pto
maine poison in all it many forms. "
g
Every one knows that the
nausea, belching, that wretched,
bloated, "lumpy" feeling, sour stomach, heartburn, food repeating, and
other forms of indigestion and dyspepsia are far more frequent during
hot weather. It is the time when you
have to guard constantly against an
npset stomach and the many ills that
are always apt to follow. Then again
we have the world's war to win
with the change of diet and extra
work which means we must all carefully guard our stomachs this year-k- eep
ourselves fit and fine.
A marvelous relief and prevention
has teen found for stomach sufferers,
which makes it possible for you to eat
the things yon like best without a

ana

after-eatin-

Could Tell Him.
"Miss Oldbird keeps mb guessing.
never know what she is about."
"
"Oh, she's about

'

single unpleasant thonght of what
may follow. EATON 1Ü Tablets, good
tasting, quick acting, and absolutely
harmless, have already proven an untold blessing to thousands of people.
One or two EA TONIC Tablets after
meals work wonders. They sweeten
and purify the stomach by nentralis-in- g
the trouble-makin- g
acids and gases
and stop the griping pains of indigestion and other stomach and bowel

disturbances.
And the best part of it is yon can
be yourown judge. Just try EATONIC.
Let your own stomach tell yon the
truth. If you are not pleased then
they don't cost you one penny.
Druggists are amazed at the astonishing reports from EATONIO users,
who have found EATONIO a quick,
wonderful relief for stomach ailment.
So we tell you to get a large box of
EATONIO from your druggist, whom
yon know and can trust, and then
il FATONIO le not suited to four rate,
return It to your drugKist at once and get
back jour money. That's a fair, Kiuare

offer. Every person la urged to make to
tent. Let your own atomaeh tell woo ha
truth. So start using EATUN 10 today.

Cold storage is a failure when It
I comes to keeping tin engagement.

Important to Mothers

forty-five.-

Lives 200 Years!

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOItIA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that It
Bears the

Signature
For more than 200 years. Haarlem Oil,
the famOUa nnfinnnl MIMiIv lf Ilnllanrl
has been recognized aa an infallible relief
from all form of kidney and bladder
Ita very age ia proof that it must
have unusual merit.
If you are troubled with naina nr arhea
in the back, feel tired in the morning,
headaches, indigestion,
insomnia, nainful
or too frequent passage of urine, irritation
or atone in the bladder, you will almost
certainly find relief in GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil C'auBulea.
Thia ia the snod
old remedy that haa stood the test for
hundreds of years, prepared in the proper
quantity and convenient form to take.
It ia imported direct from Holland lab
oratories, and you' can get it at any
drug store. It is a standard,
home remedy and needs no introduction.
Each capsule contains one rlns
nf tív
drops and ia pleasant and easy to take.
They will auicklv relieve those stiffened
joints, that backache, rheumatism, lumbago, sciatica, gall stones, gravel, "brick
dust." etc. Your money promptly refunded if they do not relieve you. But be aure
to get the genuine GOLD MEDAL, brand.
In boxes, three sizes. Adv.
old-tim-

Maiden's Neighbors In London
urb Have Fears for Their
Roofs.

more

tempting
WHATsummer luncheon

London. A pretty bit of chivalry
was seen In a London suburb the other
day. Early In the morning the knlght-errnwas out on his airplane and was
flying low so low as to make the ten
The Usual Place.
ants of the terrace anxious about their
You'll get
"Don't cry,, little boy.
roofs.
your reward in the end." "I s'pose so.
On the miniature lawn In the center
where I nllus do git It."
garden the maiden wait- That's
of the
ed until there fluttered down through
the morning mist a little streamer of
white material. It missed the garden
GIRLS! USE LEMONS
and fell Into the roadway.
The maiden rushed out and picked
FOR SUNBURN, TAN
up her love letter.
neighbors'
resumed
curtains
The
Try Itl Mkke this lemon lotion
their stillness, and the little episode
of these grim days was closed.
to whiten your tanned or
freckled skin.
Discard Hun Muslo Books.
several
San Francisco. Because
Squeeze the Juice of two lemons In
songs In the music books used In Calito a bottle containing three ounces oí
Gersavored
of
public
schools
fornia
Orchard White, shake well, and you
mnn or!gln with perhaps a trace of have a quarter
pint of the best freckle,
German propaganda In
the
sunburn nnd tan lotion, and complex-Io- n
them, the state board of education has
whltener, at very, very small cost
decreed that the books must go Into
Your grocer has the lemons nnd any
the discard. A new series has been drug store or toilet counter will supply
prepared for the pupils, which, It If three ounces of
Orchard White for a
nnnouneed, is "free from all Germán few
cents. Massage this sweetly fratuint."
grant lotion Into the face, neck, arms
and hands nnd see how quickly the
bank for his daughter, Nellie, and had freckles, sunburn, wlndburn and tan
laid on the table until he could pre disappear and how clear, soft and
sent It. The bond was burned tc white the skin becomes. Yes I It Is
ashes, but Stoeckel Is trying to get s harmless. Adv.
new one, as he has the number and
Love may Intoxicate a niun, but mar
the bank officials distinctly remembei
riage sobers him.
,
him buying It.

in use lor

OStrM&Ji

Over 30 Years.

Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
In times of peace girls prepare the

trousseau.

'

t

Red Cross Hag Blue, much better, gota
farther than liquid blue. Get from any
'
grocer Adv.
Even the unsociable physician never
objects to paying visits.

ASTIIMADORm

Iff

AVERTS BXXIEVES

HAY FEVER

Li

ASTHMA

Begin Treatment NOW
Ail urutaucs uuwutw

WhyL,0S6
17

11

.

if-

nasi m

Dndriiff and
Itchinf ;
The Remed

lournair cutkura

Alldramrlita: SoapaS.OInHnentSBaaflTmlnmS.

30-fo-

well-know- n

Build Ship In Fifteen Days,
Workman, Clark & Co.,' shipbuilder)
at Belfast, Ireland, have achieved i
world's record in completing an 8,000
ton standard vessel In fifteen days at
(or h uas launched.

Haunted houses may be curtainless
ind' still have shades.

When Your Eyes Med Care
Try Murine Eye Remedy

No Smarting

Junk

Kmeylsts or mail.

HI MSB

je

Comfort.

CO

corns

at

Write fur Free Bye Book.
XK REM HOY CO., CHICAGO

Calf
Enemies
WHITE SCOURS
BLACKLEG

Your Veterinarian can stamp
them out with Cutter's Anti-CaScour Serum and Cutter's Germ
Free Blackleg Filtrate and Aggressio,
or Cutter's Blackleg Pills.
Ask him about them. If he
hasn't our literature, write to us fox
information on these products.
lf

The Cutter Laboratory
Berkeley, Cal., or Chicago, 111.
'Tht Laboratory That Know How"

Every Woman Wants

Wmm.
FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved ia water for doucbes stops
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflammation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkhara Med. Co, for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical.
Haa extraordinary

deannna

and mnniádal

tstmm.

Sample Free. 50c all druignk, or pulpad iv
VjnaiL The PaTfrjn Toil Comtttinr, Bortno. M.M. t

1
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Just as We
Expected

On August First We changed our business affairs to
a STRICTLY CASH BASIS
to everyone and we are pleased to inform our Customers that
our Sales for the first
on the Lash Basw, have come fully up to our expectations. If we sell for Cash Only,week
we
reduce our investment in Book Accounts. We dont need to borrow money,
have to pay interest, nor will You. We leave the Bank in position to loan wedont
ey to Farmers who can Help win the war" . As surely as the Conservation ofmore monFood
vided supplies for the Allies, so surely will the conservation of Credit provide funds pro
íor
our Government.
We thank you one and all for your loyal support.
.

A dead game sport is farmer B
Risking his all in a lottery.
With a handicap no man can see
Of winds, weather, worms, bugs
birds, mice,
Short cash and credit, and, lastly price.
But he takes chances cheerfully,
Try again if you are blue, says
he;
If you quit in the hole' yon lose,

.

RESOLVED:-th- at
we extend a
vote of thanks to the honorable
school-boarfor the use of the
building;
d

RESOLVED: -t- hat we extend to
our Conductor Supt. W. F.
Osborne, and his able assistant
Miss Blanche M. Osborne an
expression of our sincere appreciation of their efforts in our
and we know that the
behalf
Eays
school
work
in our county will
a chance than a failure,
be
more
efficient
as a result of
quite,
among
their
work
us.
You, re sure to win if you strike

ELLat Public Auction, at my place 6 miles East 4North of
MILLS, N.M 18N.E. of Roy,
North of F. Fluhman's on.
1-- 2

he-Bett- er

it right.

RESOLVED:-th- at
we are grate
ful to Hon. Antonio Lucero and
Mrs. J. P. Reynolds of Slaton Hon. E. E. Veeder for their
Texas will arrive in Roy next words of appreciation of the
week accompanying Tom Hugh- work of the teachers.
es and family, and will proceed
we extend to
to organize classes in both vocal RESOLVED:-th- at
our
enthusiastic
assistant state
and instrumental music. Mrs.
Supt.
Hon
Conway,' our
V.
John
Reynolds is a teacher of wide exmost
sincere thanks for the able,
perience and we are fortunate
inspirational
educational,
and
in securing a teacher of music.
patriotic address which the
WANTFD: Man and wife to teachers of Eastern Mora Co.
work by the month on a farm or were accorded the privilege of
will rent any amount of land to listening to at this session of the
on very favor-abl- e Institute.

Sale to begin 10 A. M.,'shar- p- 'Hoover Time' the following- - Property

5 good Work Horses, 3 to 6 yrs., 1 horse 3yrs. old.

CAI

iwrigutrty
terms.

RESOLVED;-th- at
we extend a
vote of thanks to our County
Abbott, New Mexico,
Superindent,Hon.Milnor Rudulph
which
for the consideration
Mrs. Lena Escudaro of Santa prompted
him to grant one" ses
Fe has been visiting her parents sion of the Institute at Roy.
Mr. and Mrs. Antonio R Lucero
and her sister Mrs." Frank Seidel RESOLVED: that we, the teach
here at Roy the past two week. ers, are indeed grateful to Mrs,
Her husband was one of the Ruth C. Miller, State Director o
first N.M. Volunteers and is now Industrial Education, for the
splended address delivered be
in France.
fore the Institute and that we wi
exert every effort to carry out
the plans of industrial education
in
this instructive and practica
ROY,
New Mexico.
lecture. Also that we were very
Eyes Tested and Glasses much pleased to have Mrs. J. M.
Correctly Fitted.
Diaz, of Santa Fe, with us as
is much interested in Victory
she
CARUS PLUMLEE,
gardens
and an enthusiastic club
Physician in Charge.
worker.

Apply

FISHER,

Plumlee Hospital

RESOLVED:-th- at
we especially
commend the strenuous efforts
of our County Superintendent
and Conductor to secure adeqate
funds for the proper maintenance
Vegas and managed by his son of the schools of our county.
C. C. Cunningham. Charley will
RESOLVED: -t- hat we petition
enlist and go to the army and Mr. the
State Superindent of Public
Floersheim will bring his herd of
Instruction, Hon. J. II. Wagner,
thorobred cattle from his Colmor to
work in behalf of a fifty per
ranch to this one. It is one of cent
increase in the teachers
the finest irrigated farms in the
salaries of the state in order that
state. Ben Floersheim
will they may
more ably meet the
conduct the Jaritas Ranch in
increased cost of living which
future and his father the new has been
caused by the war.
one.
RESOLVED:-th- at
a copy of
these resolutions be sent to the
New Mexico Journal of Education
Santa Fe. Ne.w Mexico, for publication and also a copy to the
Resolutions of Mora County
Roy, N. M.
Teachers Institute. Roy New
E. M. REDDICK, Chairman.
Mexico.
Mrs. IRVIN OGDEN
WHEREAS:
we the teachers of
HORACE CALDWELL
east Mora County in institute
Mrs. ELIZABETH DeWEESE
assembled, fully appreciate the
.FRANCISCO BACA
consideration which has granted
Miss LEDA SCHNELL
us the institute at Roy, therefore
be i- tCommittee.

The Springer papers report the
purchase of the "Model .Farm"
at Springer by S. Floersheim,
This farm ha3 long been owned
by
Dr. Cunningham, of Las

Resolutions

Spanish-America-

n,

H

3 good milk Cows, 2 yearling Heifers, 3 Steers lyr.

2 good HOGS, wt. 1251b. each.

Farm MaCHI!isrv

2 good as new Studebaker Wagons,
new Oliver riding Cultivator, J. D.

new J.D. Riding ListeV,
Lister, J.D.
Harrow,
Wheat Drill, Corn Shredder,
Cultvator, Feed Grinder, 2 moldboard Plows, 2 water-Xnk12 and 16 bbl. 4 water Barrels, large rendering Kettle,
2 sets good leather Harness, set chain Harness,
new "Flinn""
Saddle, wt. 4Glbs., a good one, 5 DOZEN CHICKENS, Household and Kitchen Furniture, and numerous other articles.
2-ro- w

60-ioot-

5-too-

h

1-ho-

rse

th

s,

'

Terms of Sale- :credit of 15 months without interest on sums over 10.00 Purchaser giving bankable
note or approved Security, bearing 12 percent interest from date if not paid when due
10 percent discount for cash on all iums over $10.00 if paid on date of sale,
No property to be removed until settled for. .
Sums of $10 and under, cash

A

.

Col. F. O. WHITE, Auctioneer Mills,N.M.

Also my deeded Farm
South

1--

2

Of

E

G- -

PAEKRSK- -

320 acres,

Sec. 12, Twp. 22N, Range 26E, N.M.P.M.

Good house, Barn, all fenced, 140 acres under cultivation, 130 acres of.
Soil with limestone foundation,
Crop goes with the place. Sand-loa:

m

TERMS: -- on land made known day of Sale.

This farm is going to sell.'

Jacob Brand.
FREE LUNCH!

9

yJ VV 1 H iv.

Bring drinking cups.

